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This report presents the results of the phase change paint tests of a
Rockwell International .00593-scale Space Shuttle Orbiter conducted in
the Langley Research Center's Variable Density Wind Tunnel. The tests were
conducted in three parts: OH-42A, B and C from May 14, to May 18, 1973,
May 24, to June 1, 1973, and June 14 to June 15, 1973 respectively.
The test objectives of OH-42A and B were to determine the effects of various
wing/underbody configurations on the aerodynamic heating rates and boundary
layer transition during simulated entry conditions. Several models were
constructed. Each varied from the other in either wing cuff radius, airfoil
thickness, or wing-fuselage underbody blending. Two ventral fins were glued
to the fuselage underside of one model to test the interference heating
effects. Simulated Mach 8 entry data were obtained for each configuration
at angles of attack ranging from 25 to 400, and a Reynolds Number variation of
1 x 106 to 8 x 106. Elevon, bodyflap, and rudder flare deflections were
tested on Configuration No. 4.
Oil flow visualization and Schlieren photographs were obtained to aid in
reducing the phase change paint data as well as to observe the flow patterns
peculiar to each configuration. A total of 22 and 64 runs were conducted
during OH-42A and B respectively.
The objective of the OH-42C tests was to determine the effects of 170 and 340
leading edge sweep trimmers on the underbody aerodynamic heating rates during
simulated entry conditions. Mach 8 data were obtained for angles of attack
of 25, 30, and 350 and Reynolds Numbers of 1, 3, and 6 x 106. Twenty-four
runs were conducted during OH-42C.
SU1MARY - Continued
This report makes no attempt to analyze the data obtained, but outlines the
model description, testing procedure, data reduction, and presents the phase
change paint data.
Cognizant personnel include:
M. Quan Wind Tunnel Operations
W. Dye Wind Tunnel Operations
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NOMENCLATURE
Cp Specific heat of model material (BTU/LBF)
g = Gravitational constant (32.2 lbm/lbf ft/sec2 )
h = Model thin film heat transfer coefficient (BTU/FT2-sec-oF)
hs  = Theoretical thin film heat transfer coefficient (BTU/FT2-sec-oF)
k = Thermoconductivity of model material (BTU/FT-sec-OF) or as noted
Moo = Tunnel freestream Mach Number
Nr = Model nose radius (Ft)
PTOTAL = Tunnel total pressure (psi)
= Model aerodynamic heating rate
R = Universal gas constant = 53.35 FT-lbf
lbm - oR
t = Time in seconds
Taw = Model adiabatic wall temperature (OF)
TIN = Model initial temperature (OF)
To=TTOTAL = Tunnel stagnation temperature (OF)
TPC = Phase change paint melting temperature (OF)
Pr = Prandtl number
Greek Svmbols
= Angle of attack, degrees
= Ratio of specific heats (1.4)
S= Tunnel stagnation density (lbm/ft 3 )
W = Air density along model wall (lbm/ft 3 )
45 = Stagnation air viscosity (lbm/ft-sec)











w = model wall




The Langley Mach 8 Variable-Density Hypersonic Tunnel is located in
Building 1247D and is under the direction of the Aero-Physics Division.
This tunnel is used for fundamental aerodynamic and fluid dynamic inves-
tigations over large Reynolds number ranges using pressure and heat trans-
fer measurements. The test medium is air and is heated by a combination
of Dowtherm and electrical resistance. Model mounting consists of sting
mount with injection mechanism. The tunnel has an axially symmetric con-
toured nozzle. The test section diameter is 18 inches with a core of 4
to 14 inches depending on pressure. It exhausts into a vacuum tank or
the atmosphere.
Examples of operating conditions are as follows:
Stagnation pressure (PSIA) ...... 15 to 2930
Stagnation temperature (OR)..... 1160 to 1510
Mach Number ..................... 7.5 to 8.0.
Reynolds number per foot (1/ft) 0.1 x 10 6 to 12.0 x 106
Running time (SEC), for
Exhausting into vacuum tank 90
Exhausting into atmosphere 600
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46-0 MODEL DESCRIPTION
The models tested were .00593 scale, full-span models of various Rockwell
International Space Shuttle Orbiter Configurations (Models 46-0).
Eight orbiter models were provided in six different configurations defined by
the reference drawings below. Configuration #1 uses the 139 Orbiter Configura-
tion. Configuration #2 differs from #1 only by the 500-inch leading edge cuff
radius. Configuration #3 is the same as #1, except for airfoil thickness,
Configuration #4 is the same as #1, except that the underside of the wing-body
is smoothly faired to an saucer shape. Configuration #5 and #6 are the same
as Configuration #4, except with the addition of a 170 and a 340 trimmer
respectively. Of the eight models, seven were actual test articles, and one
was painted with a stripe-reference system to facilitate the data reduction.
The models were cast around a steel sting using the Grumman Aerospace Corporation's
proprietary Material "G".
In order to obtain valid melting-rate data, the upper surface of each wing was
slabbed using two control butt line stations. At B.L. 199.045, the section was
slabbed in a straight line from the 40 percent chord to a trailing edge thickness
0.21-inch. At B.L. 468.34, the slabbing was from the 40 percent chord to a
trailing edge thickness of 0.060-inch. The rest of the wing was slabbed from the
40 percent chord to a straight line between these two points on the trailing edge.
The elevon, rudder, and body-flap deflections were separate wedge pieces and
were glued on when needed. The control surface deflections tested were as
follows:
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46-0 MODEL DESCRIPTION - Continued
Elevons (both sides): 00 and +100 (positive deflections are
trailing edge down)
Body flap: 0O and +100
Rudder: 200 flare on starboard side only, port
undeflected.
Listed below are the configurations tested:
No. of
Models Model No. Drawing No. Components
3 46-1 VL70-000139 B17 C7M4F 5W1 0 3 E2 2 V7 R5
1 46-2 VL70-000139 Mod. B1 7 C7 M4 F5W1 0 5 E2 2 V7 R5
1 46-3 VL70-000139A B17C7 M4 F5W10 4 E2 2 V7 R5
1 46-4 VL70-000139A Mod. B17C7M4F 5Wlo6E22VTR5
1 46-5 VL70-000139A +170 B1 7 C7 M4F5W 10 6E2 2V7 R5 H1 6
trimmer






MODEL COMPONENT: Body (B1 7 )
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic fuselage for models 46-1, -2, -3, -4.
Model Scale = 0.00593
DRAWING NUMBER . VL70-000139
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length , in. 1290.3 7.65148
Max Width. in. 267.6 1.58687
Max Depth, in. 244.5 1.44988
Fineness Ratio 48215 l
Area, ft 2








MODEL COMPONENT: Canopy (C7 )
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 3 configurations per lines VL70-000139. Insufficient
information to complete dimensional data at this time.
Model Scale = 0.0175
DRAWING NUMBER . ; VL70-000139
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length (Sta. Fwd. Bulkhead) 432.70 7.57225
Max Width (T.E. Bulkhead) 571.40 9.99950











MODEL COMPONENT: OMS Pod (M4 )
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: - OMS Pods located on the aft orbiter fuselage.
Model Scale = 0.00593
DRAWING NUMBER VL70-000139
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length . in.- 346.0 2.05178
Max Width .in. 108.0 0.64044







C of OMS Pod
WP = 463.9 in. F.S.: WP 400 + 63.9 = 463.9
BP = 80.0 in. F.S.
Length 1214.0 to 1560.0 = 346.0 in. F.S.





MODEL COMPONENT: Body Flap (F5)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Body flap located on the lower aft end of the
orbiter fuselage. I
Model Scale = 0.00593
DRAWING NUMBER VL70-000139
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length .- in. 84.70 0.50227
Max Width . in. 267.6 1.58687
Max Depth
Fineness Ratio









MODEL COMPONENT: Wing (W 1 03)-New lightweight orbiter
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Orbiter wing for model 46-1
NOTE: Dihedral angle is defined at the lower surface of the wing at the 75.33 percent
element line trolected into a plane perpendicular to the FRL.
Model Scale = 0.00593
VL70-000139
TEST NO. DWG. NO.
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
TOTAL DATA
Area, (Theo.) ft 2
Planform 2690.00 0.09459
Span, (Theo.) in. 936.68 5.55451
Aspect Ratio 2.265 2.265
Rate of Taper 1.177 1.177
Taper Ratio 0.200 0.200
Dihedral Angle, degrees (@ T.E. of Elevon) 3.500 3.500
Incidence Angle, degrees 3.000 3.000
Aerodynamic Twist, deqrees +3.000 +3.000
Sweepback angles, degrees
Leading Edge 45.000 45.000
Trailing Edge -10.24 -10.24
0.25 Element Line 35.209 35.209
Chords:
Root, (Theo.) B.P.O.O. 689.24 4.08719
Tip, (Theo.) B.P. 137.85 0.81745
MAC 474.81 2.81562
Fus. Sta. of 0.25 MAC 1136.89 6.74176
W.P. of 0.25 MAC 299.20 1.77426
.B.L. of 0.25 MAC 18213 1.08003
EXPOSED DATA
SArea, IThe.) ft2  1752.29 0.06162
Span, (Theo.) in. BP108 -72U.68 4.2763 76
Aspect Ratio 2.058 2.058
Taper Ratio 0.2451 0.2451
Chords
Root BP108 562.40 3.33503
Tip 1.00 b/2 137.85 0.81745
MAC 393.03 _ 2.33067
Fus. Sta. of 0.25 MAC 1185.31 7.02889
W.P. of 0.25 MAC 300.20 1.78019 _
B.L. of 0.25 MAC _14 36_ 0.85250
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Mod NASA)
XXXX-64
Root b/2 = 0.425 0.10 0.10
Tip b/2 = 0.12 0.12
Data for (1) of (2) Sides
Leading Edge Cuff 2
Planform Area ft 120L31 0,00423
Leading Edge Intersects Fus M. L. @ Sta _.6.0 _.32L8Q





Wing (W )--New lightweight orbiterMODEL COMPONENT: 104
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Orbiter wing for Model 46-3. NOTE: Dihedral
angle is defined at the lower surface of the wing at the 75.33-percent 
element line
projected into a plane perpendicular to the FRL..
Model Scale = 0.00593
TEST NO. DWG. NO, VL70-000139A




Span, (Theo.) in. 936.68 55 1
Aspect Ratio 2.265 2.265
Rate of Taper 1.177 1.77
Taper Ratio 0.200 0.200
Dihedral Angle, degrees (@ T.E. of Elevon) 3.500 3.5=
Incidence Angle, degrees 3.000 - 00M
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees +3.000 + 30
Sweepback Angles, degrees.
Leading Edge 45.000 45.000
Trailing Edge -10.2. -10.24
0.25 Element Line 35.209 35.209
Chords:
Root, (Theo.) B.P.O.O. 689.2 .,08719
Tip, (Theo.) B.P. 468.341 137.85 081.
MAC 1L74_.81 _.81562
Fus. Sta. of 0.25 MAC 1 136.a28 . 6.74176_
W.P. of 0.25 MAC 299.20 1_ .77426
B.L. of 0.25 MAC 182.13 1.08003_
EXPOSED DATA
Area, (Theo.) ft2  1752.29 0.06162
Span, (Theo.) in. BP108 + 468.341 720.68 .2
Aspect Ratio 2.058 2.058
Taper Ratio 0.2451 0.2451
Chords
Root BP108 562.40 3.33503
Tip 1.00 b/2 137.85 0.81745
MAC 393 .o3 2,3367
.Fus. Sta. of 0.25 MAC -- ZLU1 7.02B 9
W.P. of 0.25 MAC S0 2 1 _ 8. 9-
B.L. of 0.25 MAC6
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Mod NASA)
XXXX-64 XXXX-64 0.12 0.12
Root b/2 = 0.425
Tip b/2 = 1.00 0.12 0.12
Data for (1) of (2) Sides
Leading Edge Cuff 1
Planform Area ft 12.
Leading Edge Intersects Fus M. L. @ Sta 60. ... a..3.32080
Leading Edge Intersects Wing @ Sta 1035.0




MODEL COMPONENT: Wing (W105)-New lightweight orbiter
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Orbiter wing for Model 46-2.
NOTE: W105 identical to W103 except 500-inch radius used to connect cuff to wing.
Model Scale = 0.00593
TEST NO. DWG. NO, VL70-000139 MOD




Span, (Theo.) in. 93_6... 5.55451
Aspect Ratio 2.265 2.265
Rate of Taper 1.177 1.177
Taper Ratio 0.200 0.200
Dihedral Angle, degrees 3.500 3.500
Incidence Angle, degrees 3.000 3.000
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees +3.000 +3.000
Sweepback Angles, degrees:
Leading Edge 45.000 45.000
Trailing Edge -10.24 -10.24
0.25 Element Line _77= 35.209 70
Chords:
Root, (Theo.) B.P.O.O. 689.24 4.08719
Tip, (Theo.) B.P. 137.85 0.81745
MAC 474.81 2.81562
Fus. Sta. of 0.25 MAC 1136.89 6.74176
.W.P. of 0.25 MAC 299.20 1.77426
B.L. of 0.25 MAC 182.13 1.08003
EXPOSED DATA 2
Area, (Theo.) ft2  1752.29 0.06162
Span, (Theo.) in. BP1081 12d68_ _ 427363
Aspect Ratio 2.058 2.058
Taper Ratio 0.2451 0.2451
Chords
Root BP108 562.40 3.33503
Tip 1.00 b/2 137.85 .81j L._
MAC 393.03 2.33067
Fus.* Sta. of 0.25 MAC 1185.31 7.02889
W.P. of 0.25 MAC 300.20 1.78019
B.L. of 0.25 MAC 143.76 0.85250
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Mod NASA)
XXXX-64
Root b/2 = 0.425 0.10 0.10
Tip. b/2 = 0.12 0.12
Data for (1) of (2) Sides
Leading Edge Cuff 2 122.67 0.00431
Planform Area ft 
__ 3L 1
Leading Edge Intersects Fus M. L. @ Sta 115. 4




MODEL COMPONENT: wing (W n6)--Data not available
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Same as Wl04 except that the underside of the wing-body
is smoothly faired to a saucer shape.
TEST NO. DWG. NO,
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
TOTAL DATA

















Fus, Sta. of .25 MAC
.W,P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
EXPOSED DATA
-Area Theo) Ft







Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W,P, of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC




Data for (1) of (2).Sides
Leading Edge Cuff
Planform Area Ft _
Leading Edge Intersects Fus M. L. @ Sta.




MODEL COMPONENT: Elevon (E2 2
Elevon for W 3 WO 4 W1 05 , W1 06 .
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 104 105 106
VL70-00C10139 data for (1) of (2) sides
Model Scale = 0.00593
VL70-000139
DRAWING NUMBER:
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area., Ft2  205.52 0.00723
Span (equivalent) ,- in. 353.34 2.09531
Inb'd equivalent chord 114.78 0.68064
Outb'd equivalent chord 55.00 0.32615
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.208 0.208
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400
.Sweepback Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 0.00 0.00
Trailing Edge -10.2+ -10.24
Hinge Line 0.00 0.00
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)--ft3  1548.07 0.00032





MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical (V7)--Lightweight orbiter configuration.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Centerline vertical tail,double-wedge airfoil with
rounded leading edge.
Model Scale = 0.00593
VL70-000139
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000095
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
TOTAL DATA
Area,. (Theo.) ft2  425.92 0.01498'
Planform
Span, (Theo.) in. 3151-72~ 222
Aspect Ratio 1.675 1.675
Rate of Taper 0.507 0.507
Taper Ratio 0.404 0.404
Sweepback Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 45.000 45.000
Trailing Edge 26.29 26.249
0.25 Element Line _1.130 1.3 I
Chords:
Root, (Theo.) WP 268.50 1.59220
Tip, (Theo.) WP 10 0.64323
MAC T1981T 1.1 487
Fus. Sta. of 0.25 MAC 1463.50 8.67856
W.P. of 0.25 MAC 635.522 -. 76864
B.L. of 0.25 MAC 0.00 - 0.00
Airfoil Section
Leading Wedge Angle, degrees 10.000 10.000
Trailing Wedge Angle, degrees 14.920 14.920
Leading Edge Radius ~ in. 2.00 0.01186






MODEL COMPONENT: Rudder (R5)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Rudder for V7
Model Scale = 0.00593
VL70-000139
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000095
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area,--ft 2  106.38 0.00374
Span, (equivalent) -in. 201.0 1.9193
Inb'd equivalent chord 91.585 0.54310
Outb'd equivalent chord 50.833 0.30144
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
*At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400
Sweepback Angles, degrees,
Leading Edge 34,83 34.83
Trailing Edge 26.25 26.25
Hinge Line 34.83 34.83
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) Ft3  526.13 0.00011
Product of area and mean chord
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SD 73-SH-0122
MODEL COMPONENT: Trimmer H1 6
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Trimmer for configuration 3, per lines
VL70-00013 9/SS -H-0381
Model Scale = .005.93
DRAWING NUMBER
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length 285.96 1.696








Sweep Back Angle --Degrees 170 17.0
Leading Edge Intersects Fus @ Sta 566.0 3. 6
Leading Edge Intersects Glove @ Sta 847.62 5.026
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DSM 387-5 Exp. Date 8/2/73
MODEL COMPONENT: Trimmer H17
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Trimmer for Configuration 3, per lines
VL70-00139/SS-H-00381
Model Scale = .00593
DRAWING NUMBER
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length 285.96 1.696








Sweep Back Angle - Degrees 3.00 .0
Leading Edge Intersects Fus @. Sta 566.0 .6
Leading Edge Intersects Glove @ Sta 847.62 -5.026
24
DSM 387-5 Exp. Date 8/2
INSTRUMENTATION
(1) Two 35mm cameras with a shutter speed of 1/10-second were used during
the tests; one recorded the paint melting characteristics on the model
bottom surface and the other recorded the melting on the models left
side (pilot left).
(2) Phase change paint was used With a temperature sensitivity range of
1500F to 5500F. The paint was thinned with acetone and spray painted
on the model. Acetone was also used as the cleaning solvent.
(3) White lead oil mixed with a small amount of motor oil to decrease the
viscosity was used for the oil flow visualization tests.
(4) A polaroid camera was used for detailed photographs after the test.




The general procedures used during the test are outlined below:
(1) Prior to each run, the model was cleaned with a solvent, dried, and
spray painted with phase change paint and installed in the injection
chamber.
(2) The model initial temperature was recorded by touching a contact
thermometer against the model surface.
(3) After flow was established, two 35mm cameras were initiated just prior
to injection. This was done to enable the film readers to determine
when injection started. Continuous pictures were taken throughout
the entire run until the model was retracted from the test section.
The duration of the model in the test section was determined by the
operating conditions and the paint temperature, but usually averaged
10 to 12 seconds.
(4) The model was then removed from the injection chamber and more detailed
photographs of interesting flow or paint melt patterns not clearly
visible to the 35mm cameras were taken with a polaroid camera. These
photographs were taken to enhance the 35mm photo coverage.
(5) After each model attitude change, the paint stripe model was photographed
with the 35mm cameras for use as an aid in data reduction. The paint
striping clearly located various X/L locations as well as water planes,
chords, and spun locations that would have been difficult to locate on
the bottom camera due to the angle of attack setting. These photos are
also used for drawing the model outline during the film reading process.
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DATA REDUCTION
The isotherm data (data Figures 1 through 184) were obtained by tracing the
photographed time history of the paint melt lines. The model outline was
first drawn from the grid model photographs. During the OH-42C test, it
was found that by making a cardboard cutout of the model tracing, the time
required to draw one complete isotherm map (one run) was reduced 300% to
400% providing there were more than two runs at the same angle of attack.
The frame number of each melt line drawn was recorded which, in turn, indicated
the elapsed time of the model from the instant injection started. The time
at which the model reached the tunnel centerline was also recorded and usually
occurred around frame 8 or 9.
The thin film heat transfer coefficients and heating rates were calculated
as follows:
First, the adiabatic wall temperature (TAW) was determined. To obtain this,
the ratio of adiabatic wall temperature to stagnation temperature was calculated
by:
TAW  1. = angle between local surface
T - 867 + .133 (sin 5i)155
To and free stream flow, degrees
where = + . o( is the angle of attack and 0 is the surface deflection
relative to the model centerline (usually zero).
Given To , TAW was determined as follows:
TAW = TAW x To
To
27
DATA REDUCTION - Continued




With T calculated above, was calculated by iterating the following expression:
1 - T =e 2 (1 - erf h) where erf = error function
Now using determined above, the thin film heat transfer coefficient (h)
was calculated:
h = (k .Cp
t
The aerodynamic heating rate (q) was then determined by:
4 = h (TAW - TpC )
The theoretical thin film heat transfer coefficients and stagnation point
heating rates were calculated using the equations given below:
h = (.678) (Cp) (Pr-*) ( /'1 ( 5). (s ds)dx
Where:
Pr - -- , Cp and k for air)
1




The theoretical stagnation point heating rate q then:
4 = hs (TAW - TpC )
28
PHASE CIWAGE PAINT DATA
The test results are shown in Figures 1 through 184 in the form of heating
contours. These contours are correlated to heat transfer coefficient ratios
(h/hs), the ratio of local heat transfer coefficient on the model surface
to the heat transfer coefficient at the stagnation point of a one-foot radius
sphere at model scale. A list of the tunnel conditions for each run is
presented in Table 5 in chronological order.
REFERENCES
1. Jones, R.A. and Hunt, T.L., "Use of Fusible Temperature Indicators for
Obtaining Quantitative Aerodynamic Heat Transfer Data", NASA TR-R-230,
February 1966
2. Carslan, H.S. and Jaeger, T.C. "Conduction of Heat in Solids",
Oxford Clarenden Press, 1959
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TABLE 1. MODEL MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Tpc (r) /T (BTU/FT2-SEC 5 _ oF)
TPC















*NOTE: The material properties listed above were calculated as follows:
Vke Cp I Tp +
2
Where: v p Cp = Material property calculated at the Gruznan Aerospace
Corporations thermal laboratory for material wall temperature.
Jk 9C fc = Material property at TIN (assumed to be 750F).
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TABLE 2 . DATA REDUCTION RECOVERY FACTORS
Recovery Factor, TAW/To






TABLE 3. MODEL DESIGNATIONS FOR SUMMARY SHEETS
46-1 = Configuration #1
46-2 = Configuration 112
46-3 = Configuration #3
46-4 = Configuration j4
6-4v = Configuration 4 + ventral fins
46-4EEF = Configuration 1J4 less ventral; plus elevons and body flap*
46-4BF = Configuration ~p4 body flap only*
46-4A = Second model Configuration 4
46-4ABF = 4A plus body flap*
46-4AEBF = 4ABF plus elevons*
* body flaps and elevons were tested at 100 on these configurations.
32
PHASE CHANGE COATING TEST DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST TITLE: SPACE %wrrye ORR/rE Pw#s5 CV A Pr f T 7"
TEST NUMBER: _//42A TEST FACILITY: ___V _ _
TEST DATE: _4/_ TEST ENGINEER: /., O4a/
Run Model Free Total Total I/v1t7/L RNX0
6 Phase Model Position Camera
No. Model Configuration Identification Scale Stream Pressure Temp. Temp. Ft Change (degrees) IALcation
Mach (psi) (oF) (4F) Temp.
Number (OF) P~ o15
404 - .C051 o 620 900 7 3 30030
_y_ _ 640 890 77 3 oo00
8 76 1400 92 76 6 400
e'3 / 9V3 f 78 8 4 00
7 / 1 750 8/ / /50
?0 a 2- (1 F LJ 3 -
17/ 3 _ 30 7a5 400 40
72 /400 94 o 77 6 500
3 / ro 76 0 8/ / 2 00
741 ___ /61 5800 78 / /_
a - - - - /bo OI /. /_ ___
____ 
_ / 3 f O0 78 ( 400 3
X axis parallel to stream (+downstream, -upstream)
Y axis (+ right, -left, as viewed from the rear)
0n Z-axis (+up, -down)
o, NO TOP ]02HfRnY DRd/nd,.
I-
A (3 L .q (0TUj N&P)
PHASE CHANGE COATING TEST DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST TITLE: 
-SPCe S,'rNzE OB"ac-~ / 2 /S(/,E /#'vA/ 7/h 07
TEST NUMBER: //__4 
_ _ TEST FACILITY: L.C/YDT
TEST DATE: //4/7J TEST ENGINEER: //, L'/Y
Run Model Free Total Total Inli~,a/ RNX 136 Phase Model Position Camera
No. Model Configuration Identification Scale Stream Pressure Temp. Ten,. Ft Change (degrees) Ix cation
Mach (psi ) (oF) 6) Temp.
Number (oF) Op p,
4097 4. -4 .1c13 /35f 725 7' 200 3 O O0
___ /99 0 7l 0 77 / /75
- 1-0991 __-_ ,__ I_ /,, o C/ FLOW / --
_I_ /420 85 8/ b 350o 25
1/0/ 37 ," - -50 8/ b 275
_/ 02 /6 0 735- 8z lyo
-/_3 / 70 0/1 //oM /
1_ /370 9/0 78 6 300 30
4/o / ,94 0 970 02 35
L Y axis (+ right, - left, as viewed from the rear)
S Z axis (+up, -down)
0
TAoLc - (CO(TINEc9)
PHASE CHANGE COATING TEST DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST TITLE: SP'C rT&rr'lE F~R T MH1 A /4z r 55A/7
TEST NUMBER: 2A' - 8 TEST FACILITY: _C/D
TEST DATE: _ f _/ 7 3 TEST ENGINEER: .A/.9 06//4V
Run Model Free Total Total 1/l / RNX106 Phase Model Position Camera**
No. Model Configuration Identification Scale Stream Pressure Temp. Temp. Ft Change (degrees) Ixcation
Mach (psil) (OF) (LF) Temp. tin)
Number (oF) C lop
/30 4_- ,O3eS 8 /3960 9o 78 6 +0oo 3_ o o
4/3/ 5- 9 - _/0 74 3 3C _-
4/32 _ -, -2 / 3 90 25f 7Z , oo
433 46 -4A - _3" 8- 4.. 7,) Z 3 -2o,
1/34 4-4 25 07 75 o
4/35 46-2 /5- 74 Z 77 1 75-
+/36 f6-2 /135 g20 7- / f ro
4/37 46-2 .-o ?25 / 4 300 A
4/3 / 46-4V, k- 637 93- 7 3 0-
_ _t_ c-- 4 _\A II.__/_ 0-- 79 7 &-ZE .....
41_ _ -6 - z 3 ? 5 7 76 3 30 o
; f- 6- 4A //fo 5 76 _300
X axis parallel to stream (+downstream, -upstream)
Y axis (+right, - left, as viewed from the rear)
Z -axis (+up, -down)
, ov TOP /50711//Rf M/'WA
S /uNO 5fi¢ /50or,//" D'/ ,n/
TABE (s9NT/IdVeaD)
PHASE CHANGE COATING TEST DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST TITLE: _5p p 7E C&AefL LA/Vr S7
TEST NUMBER: f// Z2 8 TEST FACILITY: L2/k 7-
TEST DATE: / //73 TEST ENGINEER: / j Z.J/ A/
Run Model Free Total Total Iln/t./ RNX10 6 Phase Model Position Camera
No. Model Configuration Identification Scale Stream Pressure Temp. 1Jeo. Ft Change (degrees) Location
Mach (psi.) (oF) (F) Temp.
Number (OF) v i
4/4-3 46-2 0 & / 390 9/5- 76 _5 3 30 O O
4/4 4,-4A 1/ ~ 710 / /75-
1 3b -2 7/ 77 7 co
6 1i -4 A Z Z/ 0 77 6 35-0
#N 7 4 -2 9/ 3 Z78
4/ _ _ -_ -2 /,§ o 1_ / /75-
2 -_ 7 o 20 O/lZ O/L
/Y03 46-4- 3- 'o00 7? 3 35--
4/_. 61-2 /395- 8 75 0/4 6 0/ --
4152 46-4A3F
S46-468F /Ito 775 16# 200 I
X axis parallel to stream (+downstream, -upstream)
Y axis (+ right, - left, as viewed from the rear)
Z -axis (+up, -down)
O0
IL
PHASE CHANGE COATING TEST DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST TITLE: SPCe SH ,Frr O R/A7 f PA'5r CfAA16 P 7/- TE r
TEST NUMBER: - # 1F2A TEST FACILITY: 
_ RC/VF
TEST DATE: 51 j/73 TEST ENGINEER: I, Z'nrE, V. /A/
Run Model Free Total Total .7ladt. RNXI0 6 Phase Model Position Camera-
No. Model Configuration Identification Scale Stream Pressure Temp. 7-e ?. Ft Change (degrees) Ixocation
Mach (psiQ) (oF) (O') Temp.
Number (oF)
4/7 44 4 / /3 A s r 3o 0 0
4/57 44 -41 F , 3o 80 ~ 0 O -
#1 4 - I f . 7 L /7 5
_ _ _ __6 -b20 F .2O 3 oo
4/d 46-1 /6 , o3 eo 15'
4E/ 6- 3 / J goo e4 / /
_ 9 3-0 
_ - --
4/6 4e- 3 5- S ,7 - 35-0
13 _ _ -3 /"o ?280 83 400
416 46-3J /?0 720 63 a o-IL7I 46L- /I 27
SX axis parallel to stream (+downstream, -upstream)
Y axis (+ right, - left, as viewed from the rear)
o Z axis (+up, -down)
Ul
PHASE CHANGE COATING TEST DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST TITLE: Spgqy 5H/Lurr O/?ir- iA79i C u-4 7,A 7Za5r
TEST NUMBER: 4W 1z2, TEST FACILITY: /4'e_/_ ___
TEST DATE: /24 /73 TEST ENGINEER: /. ,B //. 2 4,/
Run Model Free Total Total Jn3,/ RNX10 6 Phase Model Position Camera
No. Model Configuration Identification Scale Stream Pressure Temp. 'reo . Ft Change (degrees) Ix)cation
Mach (psi) (o) CF) Temp.
Number (OF) 7 ropI 5Do
- / 00o3 7 75 / - 30 0 0
y/7o 46 3 74 f O/ -
'/7I/ __-I /580 ¢1 O/L - -
/ t721 +6 - // 0 9, 8 R3 3 3 oo 3
#/73 4- - /3 ( 9/ 82 , 35o j
474-/ o 41 17
175 26 - 3__ 
--- 
8-  3o
4/7b 46-1 13_o ,/_ 83 6 -350 .
177 4 -4.F z '- ?o1 6:3 3 4oo 30
/7 44 -2 
_ 357 cqz5 33 3 5c
7 _+6-4_E_ /647 _ _ 83 55-0
'// b _-42 7 5 /o 6 Z 3 o300
X axis parallel to stream (+downstream, -upstream)
Y axis (+ right, - left, as viewed from the rear)
Z -axis (+up, -down)
I--O0.
PHASE CHANGE COATING TEST DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST TITLE: S lmeq&y'n u 0 1 qRirep Hv CYAAI-E -/5 7'S
TEST NUMBER: _ _//_/_ TEST FACILITY: L C r
TEST DATE: -/2~7 t73 TEST ENGINEER: tf,~, D ) /Y OUQ//
Run Model Free Total Total 7In,al RNXI0 6 Phase Model Position Camera
No. Model Configuration Identification Scale Stream Pressure Temp. Temp. Ft Change (degrees) I)cation
Mach (psi .) (OF) t°F) Temp.
Number (oF) . P
/882 4- 4 OF .00o59 8 /70 780 82 f / 75 30 0 0
/3 4b - 4AFgF /0 770 8 3 / 200
4/4 4 - 44/t (35 9/- 749 5 3: o
11_ 85- 44A/3F 4 990 8/ 23 ro
R4 1 4- 10 1O &0
4957 - 42-- O/1 //
i4 4, - 4-9r _ r 800 o 3 25-
4/~ 4 - ., _ z- 88.5- 82 3 -ro
4/7? 46 - Z. 84 A 82 3 L3o
4/ 0/b 4 0 2
_______ 
____ 
_5_ L .. z. 8z I __0lZ2 +&W - .f 7 77E: " I 1 o
. -/3 6 -- - - -o -8 3 -
X axis parallel to stream (+downstream, -upstream)
Y axis (+ right, - left, as viewed from the rear)
Z -axis (+up, -down)
O.
LU
PHASE CHANGE COATING TEST DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST TITLE: P5 7 , Sy777f 5 /T ft /-4 6E PNw y
TEST NUMBER: -_ 
_ _ _ TEST FACILITY: 4.C//P7
TEST DATE: /73 TEST ENGINEER: V, /d UJt lyekS
Run Model Free Total Total In,/,ta RNX106 Phase Model Position Camera
No. Model Configuration Identification Scale Stream Pressure Temp. Teiny. Ft Change (degrees) Location
Mach (psi) (CIF f )  Temp.
Number (OF) " ;P
427/1 4- , -5 q3 8 635- ?5 '. 55 3. i5- 5o oo
4272 / 4 - 4 9/ 1L , /_
4273 46-5 435- 895 9/ 27f
4274 46-6 900 91 o00
a 4275 46-- 
-/9 2 % b 4 o.
7- 
-
4___ r B8 
___ / 75 1J4o
4278 IL /68 - 1o / 25
2797- 44 -s--L ?1-0 9 2 8 0 0
1co o 46-6 1 7 zoo
1/ 2-_1 .6 -o 9/ 0/e 3 0
_ 
42 c 346P-6 6 -r -/ . -
W //,o 1k76' _I3 11 2
X axis parallel to stream (+downstream, -upstream)
Y axis (+ right, - left, as viewed from the rear)
Z axis (+up, -down)
I -A- NO rop 150 T~K/1 O&/W/
W1 NO 512tf I50'r/HllIy5 gR# ,
PHASE CHANGE COATING TEST DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST TITLE: uCCE Oeur e/5fR///" iy @, /pwVd A/ 7S,
TEST NUMBER: / 12 C TEST FACILITY: i_/____
TEST DATE: 6// 73 TEST ENGINEER:, . A, Ut/  *S
Run Model Free Total Total J rital RNX1 06 Phase Model Position Camera
'No. Model Configuration Identification Scale Stream Pressure Temp. TemP. Ft Change (degrees) ilocation
Mach (psi ) (F) Temp.
Number (oF) c .op 5of
,Z.. ,-6 .w 8 /-oo zo 5 0 30 o
7z3 4 -6 70 3
4z267 4-6-4 2o 7& 0 6zo
S261 4- , -zr -f7- 64 5-
4 416-6 K0 926 16 3 500
490 '- _ _ o 7 1 8/ / /26 1
,2q/ ?1 5_- 65 ,, 3 _, 1,
2Z_ 4-6-9 Z3o O (9o 5-0
293 46-- /o0 760 4 / 6 2-
42c,9 _ _ -__ b _ _30 _8_ _ 8 3 zoo
_- ____ __ _ 
_ _ 
/ 30 920 34 _ _ _ 3oC
X axis parallel to stream (+downstream, -upstream)
Y axis (+right, -left, as viewed from the rear)
O Z axis (+up, -down)
Y/ NO '5/zc 1-c)r/CA'/ L)/1'deYb
F-
76
/~ i Nk /I~
F(I
) N
~ '~' 7 K





Photograph 2. - Paint Stripe - Model 46-0, Configuration #1 SS-H-00382-1.
4z-





Pbto'a~ 4.; Pan tie-Mdl4-.Cn'grto 2 SH032l
'3\





Photograph 6. - odel i~*6-, Confiurations #j3 an~d ~i5 SS--0031-3 and -.
SCONFIG #5 SS-H-00381-6 170 SECTOR
/ \
/ CONFIG #6 SS-H-00381-7 340 SECTOR
Photograph 7. - Model 46-0, Configurations #5 and J6.
















A ht~-p K.-O4A i ~
k.- "
Photograph 10. - Model #46-4,C = 300, Re/ft = 5 x o106, Run 412,.
Photograph 11. - Model /.6-4BF,~(= 300, Re/ft =3 x 10o6, Run 40.
51
/Photograph 12. - Model 146-5 (10 Trinmner) = 300,
Re/ft = 3 x 10 , Run 4273.
/
Photograph 13. - Model #~6-6 (340 Trimmer) X= 300,
Re/ft = 3 x 10 , Run 4274.
52
Si
Photograph 14. - Model 46-5,o< = 300, Re/ft = 3 x 106,
150 Paint, Run 4 271, Tpc = 156 0 .
Photograph 15. - Model f46-5,, = 300 , Re/ft= 3 x 10 6 ,














Zo 309.25 .00593 SCALE THERMAL PAINT MODEL
SS-H-00381
(Dimensions are inches unless noted otherwise)














RN per foot =
Tphase change (F)




Isotherm h/hr=i1 + downstream)
2 x (in)





9 _ _ " '_
10












RN per foot =


























RN per foot =
Tphase change (0 F)=
Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h r=1 + downstream)
2 x (in)
3













RUN 1/77 fc, f/?3
Ptotal (psia) =
Taw /total
















NASA Longtiy (Fo. 19711 V-VCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) -
SCALE ,0 fP3
FACILITY L/ /V T
TEST 0A//f2 C-6/D
RUN 427/ fo 4285-
'total (psia) =
total (*R) =
T /T =aw total
RN per foot =
Tphase change ) =




Isotherm h/hr==1 + downstream)
2 x (in) =
3
4 y (in) =
5 "




















Isotherm h/h parallel w/ stream,
r= 1 ' + downstream)










LASA LoaI c. IF 1. M971VCS










RN per foot =





Isotherm h/hr- 1 , + downstream)
2 x (in) =


















R N per foot




Isotherm h/hrparallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h 
+ downstream)
2 








PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft)














Isotherm h/hr=11  + downstream)
1 x (in) =2
y (in) =






































Th (F) =tphase change




Isotherm h/hr, + downstream)
1 
__x (in) =
4 y (in) =
6 z (in) *
8
9

























-10 • FI I. 12





RUN +2-?6 'o 4zq2
Ptotal (psia)
Ttotal ("R) -
T /T =aw total
RN per foot =
. . - - - - - - - - - -.. .


















\ LENGTH (ft) ='"-





Ptotal (psi) = o20
Ttotal (°F) = qoo
Taw /Ttotal 0, q
RN per foot = 3, O XI/




io model center, x-axis




- S x (in) =
2 ./ 687 2. /
37 ./317 y (in) =f3/ /74 5
- ,//5r9 z (in) =
HS= ,07207
FIG. I__ I_ =1 0496
DA L y 91t(Feb 1971) H. -EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.





Z, M~ - 6
-32. Pti (psi ) &30
Ttota (OF) 680
RN per foot = 3, O
T phase change (F)2
Oq .
t - Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm hi/hr= + downstream)
S 303 13 
* x (in) =
- f ., 8" 5 2 3. 9 y (in ) =
l , o.2t 
.. z (in) =
22 .0-4/7
3 -./5 = ,oTag<63 .o4cr(2





LENGTH (ft) = 3, L3
SCALE O00573
FACILITY LkC/I/VT
TEST O// y2/ p7)
RUN 4o86
7 - M = 8




RN per foot = )/ 6




Isotherm h/hl parallel w/ stream,sother 1 
+ downstream)
/8 .zz- . 5q / x (in) =
7 ./>74-/




1ASA La lte (FaD. 1971)
PHASE CHANGE TEST -c , r, ~ -TA







totalI (psi) = (400
STtotal (°F) =25
. -aw/ total r q/





& 4model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hr-1. + downstream)
8/3722
.1072Z * x (in) =
I 6 , DPlo
D 90p 0 y (in)
6 .o7t/z. 1
o 6o Z z (in ) =
HS .i o rr 6-" 
-c - °F
FIG i' Fk : .Ofeq
ASA Langley (Feb. 19711 HE1 -*VCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG.







STtotal (si) = 9 3 .- .
Ttotal
,-. -, ,T aw /T total" = /
3 ,RN per foot = 8X/O





7 " Camera Coordinates (from
_ model center, x-axis
Isothe rm h/hr 1' pr parallel w/ stream,
Is ir + downstream)
S o~Y . ~o, x (in)
.3 , /7 /D-
3b ,/5" 
"-47 177 M y (in)




ASA LsnC!e (Feb. 1971) 
M-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFG.






total (ps3) = /o5
total (*F) 750
T aw total
RN per foot = / /O f
Thase change (F) / O
-: ,oc , 3'_
- o
o -o
\1 Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
Isotherm .h/h parallel w/ stream,Ssothe+ downstream)
/0 ./73t4 .9 
x (in) =
/ ! , f y (in) =





,t?" ' \ ' LENGTH (ft) = . -f





Ptotal (psi3) =/ 70
Ttotal (°) = 730
Taw/T total ,932






Isotherm h/hr=1 1  + downstream)
2/ , 9o
2. x (in) =
63 -\ 
... z y (in) =
097 - . =15 104 - 3
FIG. 20
NAS4 LSnjtv IFeb. 19711 VD-
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) ( ,8
SCALE , OO59
FACILITY "LRC/vp7-
l TEST O//4Lz ( KP
RUN 4072-
Ptotal (psi ) = 00
Ttotal ( ° F ' = q40
S/ Taw /Ttotal 
.3
RN per foot / /O
\ 












_-. Of 077 /,




PHASE CHANGE TEST '
CONFIG. 46-4-
LENGTH (ft) = , "8
SCALE 005-9 3
FACILITY LRTC/ VD
TEST o z/2 (gp)
RUN 4093
Ptotal (psig) = / "
Ttotal (°*) = 760
Taw total " 7932
RN per foot = / X /O




Isotherm h/h parallel w/ stream,Isotherm hh+ downstream)
/ Z x (in) =
, .~L -
.. l y (in) =
/2 I ,o73 I 
(in) -
12dr, 3/ 70 7
______ 
#:.038176 8176




LENGTH (ft) c 638
4 31 , B SCALE O0 513
FACILITY oRC/Yr
TEST O/4f2 (gp)
o 1 \ RUN 4096
SPtotal (PSi/TTtotal °F) g 00
Taw/Ttotal " , 92
RN per foot 6 X/O'
rphase change (OF) 4o00
9-0
/ O a
\\ 1Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/h + downstream)
/5O .2 5 2 j 3! , - . x (in)
29 ,/ R 6 . L, y (in) =
z (in) =
0 14 : , 1044 7 1740
SFI_'_-_EC. 3
FIs. 23
SA La.Vlev lFea. 19711 H - V-CS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONI.CONIG.
46-+ -








Ttotal (F ) = 925-
Taw /Ttotal 92
RN per foot = g(0
Tphase change (F) zoo
c = O
Camera Coordinates (from
rb model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hrljl + downstream)
, , , 1 5 x (in ) =
A_ _. ___ ___-r DA A-r 4 " 0 y (in)
z (in) :
___= , 1o "'-r 
-
h1^5A a 9- - S
NASA_ __ j 1971F1)6. al
NaSA Lu',gy I(F. 1971, H'D/D-EVCs8
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) = , 38
SCALE ,0093
6 FACILITY LC/VDT




Ttotal (°F ) 76 0
Taw/Total 
"
RN per foot = / X /O
,phase change F) 75p (1 / /3
Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
. .parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hrp 1 1 + downstream)
0 20(5 17
1 7 . ... x (in ) =
45 . .0775 " y (in) =
b4 08/63-o .- c'063 
z (in) -'90 - ___69f
S-O .OD 404--cs




SLENGTH (ft) = ,438
SCALE 0OO0 '? 3
S \ FACILITY LRC/VDT
TEST O///24 (Pqf)
RUN 4/00
Ptotal (psi ) = 14 2
Ttotal (°F.) = 9q
T /Ta w t o t a l _ _ ./
RN per foot b X









l a,.. '0 z (in )
H S = , 1 ob o f-
1AGA LsfVuWab 17 WHD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
















Isotherm 0h/h=ll .o + downstream)
tO .14347 . . " to
/ Q .0/ ,4-- o . x (in ) =
49 O[,008I -- y (in) -
y , z (in) =
:_______ S: '1of/
AZA Lae (Feb. 19711 HVD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) = ,
SCALE . CO593
-FACILITY 
- I/VtSTEST OA 2 R /j)
RUN 4102-.
M =
Ptotal (psil) = /60
Ttotal (F) = 73r
T /T 9aw total 8
RN per foot = / K/6




B Camera Coordinates (from
ir model center, x-axis
Isotherm h/hparallel 
w/ stream,
-/0 ,/; + downstream)
37 , 07,9 -




_ = (in) =
FI. z2 .8 5 E,-C
NASA Lag~ev (Fcb. 1971)
HVD--ECS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
CONFIG.
46 -4
0 o LENGTH ift) =, 9
SCALE 
.O@ 5-J
,to  FACILITY VDF"
TEST ?, g (f P/?)
RUN 4/ 4-
M, " 8




RN per foot =
T phase change ( F )  0
o " -o o10 oc ' 30'
Camera Coordinates (irom
model center, x-axis
Ioth erm 1 h/h ,  (o o parallel w/ stream,Isotherm 
-+ downstream)
/D , 774320 , /_' l/ i o x (in) =
3 L 2ff io 146 ,q 73 y (in) -
a " ,07J I-
77 .06374 z (in) =
5~6.L */'!fc- "F
S -0 i 191) 









, total (ps ) =l19-O
Ttotal (*F) = 970
SI • aw/Total 9 /
RN per foot = B
Tphase change (F) 35J
\o .o
Camera Coordinates (from
./ qY model center, x-axis
Isotherm h/hII parallel w/ stream,
rIoh r+ downstream)
/7 ,/_'3 e ' \ x (in) =
.22 /2/
27 /(2?7 y (in) =
.0823 z (in) =
60o 07,
S./2 .. 5 ~.-- 19F
FIG., 30






23t . FACILITY Lgc/VSr
4 t0 TEST O/29 , P
2o RUN q/fo
-- M = 8p
20 -r7o 4 g Ptotal (psi:) = 1390
St 9\ \7 Ttotal (-) / 8o
aw total 2
RN per foot = y/O6
phase change F) (
Camera Cpordinates (from
31 model center, x-axis
20 parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr=1 I" + downstream)





S i 3 z (in) =
7z .fiPE
AA Lag. 'y IIPO. 1971) H D-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG. 4J-4A .-
LENGTH (ft) - 38
5, "o SCALE 00 5 -q93
0o FACILITY LRC/VOT
TEST 01- YI2 (gp, )
to RUN 4/31
132 Ptotal (psi ) = .
0 / 1Ttotal (*F ) =
Taw/T total 1 72





Isherm h/h 9parallel w/ stream,Isother h/h1 31 + downstream)
__ , '_ 7 
/ x (in).
7 /& 




AuA Lanq, (Feb. 19I1) 
HWD-EY
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) = &6g
SCALE .oO 3
0 FACILITY /ReCA1rD
,4, TEST 0// N?/ gpg
RUN 1132.
9 g. Ptotal (psi) = 1390
Ttotal *F)
Taw/Ttotal T Z
RN per foot = dx
Tphase change ("F)
jo oc gC/ _ 1 - 0
Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
o /7 parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr-1, 1 + downstream)
V? .25B0, , x (in) "
7o ,2177 y (in).
_ / , I oo
H5 . 7424 dr
Fie. 33




5 I LENGTH (ft) - , 68
/03 ( 7 SCALE 0053
FACILITY AR'c/VDT
1 TEST 0/428 $ P)
2r "7 6r 
- RUN 4/33
7 \ j Mo= 8
\total (psiy) 63j
Ttotal (F ) = 8 0
aw total . q92
74 RN per foot = /0p






s/h parallel w/ stream,Isotherm / 17 + downstream)
17 , I M 
( nZr ,trx (in)
5' ,0 777r  z (in) =
7AS , LW) IF 0 S -W'/.
!ASA Ladngley (Fsb. Q7?I 
HYD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
42-Z
LENGTH (ft) = ,&39
42 94- SCALE ,00q 93
FACILITY LRC/VDr
TEST O//28 (P)
o130 4- RUN 4134-
30 M= 8
Ptotal (psi3) - 625
STtota (°f) 75
T a /Taw total ,92
RN per foot = 3xto
-T
Tphase change (°F) =30P
oc 35-0
-"---30 # = O
30 
_
46 Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
sotherm h/h 1  94 + downstream)
;0o , ItOf x (in)
6,z j .777 y (in)
_o ,Of ,1 x (in)
lIT , o, '












Ptotal (psij) = /
Ttotal (rF) = 7 3
Taw/Ttotal 
* 9Z
" -- RN per foot = / XjoQ
Tphase change (°F) (7-
0C
Camera Coordinates (from
47 7 model center, x-axis
hIhoer /  doparallel w/ stream,Isotherm 
+ downstream)
1o , 2zg5: 47
2
'
z _ 2o x (in ) =
47 .1 /of0
I./90 2 ,ooy (in) =
z (in) 
=
S- /IHlr i o~ , E /aO-
FI6. 36 A1
#ASA Lt"VOY (Fq. 19711
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
34- LENGTH (ft) = , a






Ptotal (psiV) = 7 ,.,-
Ttotal (Fl) = 370
Taw /Ttotal ?2
SRN per foot =
Sphase change (*F) 43-0
z= 0
Camera Coordinates (from
77 •model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr=11 + downstream)
.zcS x (in) -
71 • 1 75 I y (in) =
z (in) 
=
.. HI-r _ FePtE II
-_ /FIG, 37 f / y




50 LENGTH (ft) = .&38
SCALE .0 3~93
FACILITY 4c/VD7-
2.4- TEST O/f42 P ZP
RUN 4/7
29 5e J Ptotal (psiy) = 5-O
Ttotal (°F) = 92"
T /TtI = , 9aw total r f
RN per foot = O









parallel w/ stream,sotherm -1 
+ downstream)
11 , t17 b .o
I_ -_ 
_/ . . y (in) 
.
73 a E +/M.
1 o7 . z.q 3,y . . (in)
Io7
H/T f Fpn'r //
....... 
./": O8 Br/sr !
FIG. 38
dA Lonly (Fe. 911 HVD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) - . ,8
SCALE 7 3
FACILITY LRCTVDr
STEST OCf 5y? PP,)
RUN 4140
6/ M.= 8
93 Ptotal (psi ) = /6/-
' 
.Ttotal (F ) = 730
aw /Ttotal . ?
RN per foot = 7X/ 0
_phase change (°F) = 35-




.Isotherm parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hr=l + downstream)
2 2/__ _ _._ x (in) =
3Y //4.
0 o rzl " y (in)
z (in) -
HS = , /IIZ77 3r rVFIg. 3 1 trwo Fr-se '-
AISA's ', "t 1711 HVrD-rvCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST
I31 CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) = , ,,
31 qo SCALE ,
151 FACILITY LRC/Dvr




ptotal (psi9 ) = b 35
Ttotal (°F) = 675-
Taw/Ttotal -, 7
RN per foot = X/L
Tphase change ('F) 3CO
131 oc = 3O
70 / fi O
10 Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
sothe / parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h /hr 1, + downstream)
S1 , 7 ~c x (in)
y (in) =
z (in)=
FS. 4O _o, ,. ,
MASA LnegM e. 70711 HVD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 4-4A
LENGTH (ft) - .38




36 Ma " &
Ptotal (psi) =
Ttotal (z) =
aw total- , /
RN per foot = 4 X/O
phase change ) 300
3L1 Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hprl, + downstream)
12 r ~xi4L.
,2 . 4f x (i n)
38 , lnn/
FR ,07q3 y (in) =
z (in)
F IB. 91 HF .r/ C
e . 1971) IND-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG. 46-2




0oC0 TEST O//f2L gPt'i
s75 
RUN 4143
\ ,, M = 8
Ttotal (ps°F) = /
Taw/T total " -
RN per foot x /O'







/ , 144- 75.
/6 , 2o , _ x (in ) =
o 
_,_77 , , y (in ) =2 I, 3 ?D 75'\
,c z (in)-
/ oo ORwO'
Fl v. /'/5 . , or7 o
tASA LaQy #Fc. 197 11 
-Eves
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFG.
4 ( - 4#




TEST Q01 Z5 (9P L
16 RUN 44
8
Ptotal (psia) = /16
w Ttotal (OR) = 710
Taw!Ttotal
RN per foot - // o
phase change ( " F )
R0
\1t Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr 11  + downstream)
81 ,2 roz3 x (in)
Z .///737 y (in)
" ,04377 Z z (in)
Yo-/0 , 07/7O7 "
ic/ . /0 . .- " -
i t o t t H(1 787 r s e - ,r
_ __-_ _ FIG. '@I ,
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG.




." Ptotal (pai ) = b/.
Ttotal (F) = / -
T /Tto a
I RN per foot = 7px
Sphase change (F) =*0
v$o
Camera Coordinates (from
3 model center, x-axis
Isother h/h " -parallel w/ stream,Isotherm hh 
+ downstream)
_,7 , 6 57 22 x (in) =
zz 2Z 
~y71 (in)
/ , . z (in ) =/ / , ,' 4 -? .o 2 2 3 6
_ _ _ _ _ ___ _ ifH5 : 112 58 . 5 Tu z
tAAaAID S /FT -SE F
IMASA LagerO IFeb . 19711 
-,-CS HYVD-veVs
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG
coNc. b46-4A
LENGTH (ft) = .638
17 SCALE 
.005Y3
75 0 FACILITY LEc/vor





('F ) = 5"
,/ IrTaw/TtotaI =
Q. RN per foot 6 X /




s17 Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr, 8 + downstream)




-A L nlev (F e. 19711)
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) , ,4}
•51  SCALE , C02 ?3




Ptotal (ps ) = L/
Ttotai (F) = 9/0
Taw /Ttotal 9/
RN per foot = 3 X/O





Isotherm Ih/kh •parallel w/ stream,Isotherm 
+ downstream)
2I , / 
x (in)
? t 127 (in)
_ _ 
________ / "z (in) =
FI. _ _ _ FEC. 9G
VDDS
L.,S o .v-g ' tot. 
H'VD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) - 3
t. 1 t. SCALE , 00Q ?3
'9 ' "FACILITY L/ Dr




Ptotal (psi ) = /
Ttotal (F) /
aw total c
RN per foot = / /0 O





Isotherm h/h r 1 , s + downstream)
._ .2,.L 4 x (in) ,
27 fo7071
7 .Ic; 3/'0 7- y (in) ' =
% OR53 !\- 
.-. z in)=
L-- r-I 12l 84,'tC.
i G. 9j P  o Vr aC
4VOZA LOI.ly IFet 1971) hVr-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG.
S5 LENGTH (ft) , 438
SCALE , 05-3
!5o FACILITY C/VD r
TEST 0//423 K9/P
S0o N4-RUN f
4 ,to Mo = E
Io Ptotal (psi9 )  = 635"
Ttotal (P) = 00
Taw/Tttal = , /
RN per foot =3 XO/4
Tphase change (OF) = 3_,7
oc = 3d "
=0
O I Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis






_30 ,_ T_{ _z (in)
I__SI J0 S1T 
i
Fie. 4V 76 7
4ASA L"nev (F.4. 19711
. ... If HV v _ rqp
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
- LENGTH (ft) 6 , 5
i S L CA E ,00P 3
\ \\\1 , FACILITY I/C/CT"T
TEST OpHQi2 RP/
2 , RUN 4/5z
Ptotal (psi9 ) = 405
T total (*F) Y
Taw/Ttotal 
. /
RN per foot 6 X/Op




S model center, x-axis
,t parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr=1 . + downstream)
,, II , 3Zo o 
x (in) -L 330705
.o30o5 49,
y (in) =
S 32- 7 t- z (in)=
._ ... .... F M /V 5/37
NP., A .eCqty FI. n971I Hl-~e~ cS-
'I-S^A Lengley (FO . 19771 ,
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG. 4-
LENGTH (ft) = 38
t SCALE OOS. 3
s4 FACILITY 1/FAvor
., TEST O-z ' AP,_
k\3 RUN 4M/.3
M. = 8
I Ptotal (psi) = 64-C
Ttotal (OF ) 920
Taw/Ttotal Q/
RN per foot = j I 1,





Isotherm h/hr=1 parallel w/ stream,
other h/h + downstream)
,/ -




FIG .0 #-: .7 6 $ - r/' -,
ttS La,",, (Fe 107 11 
IMV-Evcs
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
4 -4A3;=
LENGTH (ft) = , ,58
SCALE . (~-5?3
FACILITY IRC/VDr
a TEST O/Y 4Z /iPA
o RUN 4 -.
C 1 0 Ptotal (ps) = /60
Ttotal (*F) = 795'
Taw /Ttotal , /







Isotherm h/hr=1  ISO + downstream)
9 ,2 51 o -x (in) =
30 LL 3
5 ~-f I 0 y (in)
z (in) =
FIG- 1T' - P1
_lot ,fO-?V.
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) = .g 38
SCALE .00593




of Ptotal (psig) = 30
T to tal (O ) = /O
aw total , /





37 parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr=1, + downstream)
_ ,M.57 x (in) =37 , zr?
y49 ,l z (in) =
,Z / +Z
z 75 = . C0730 2 47
, -.. . .,,
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIc. 4 4-A BF
LENGTH (ft) - 538
SCALE ,0593
' 9\l - IFACILITY I?o/lv
- ITEST //4A2g 'P
RUN 4/j6
,o Ma= 8
\  .oPtotal (psi ) /,S"





RN per foot = Y '/0








7 / ". - v + downstream)
0 ,410 76 71 x (in) =
S .2907 .y (in) .
, , 1 7<o -3
- 7 I ,i3/ L
FIG. 5"3 ,. HS= ./ o7(.1
HYD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) = ,- ,
SCALE .005q3
FACILITY A-/VD J
,O ,!,TEST 0 //4-z p/3
.- -_ RUN /
- o- Ptotal (psi9 ) = / 4
\ TtotaI (F) = 78 0
aw total
RN per foot / /= O






Isotherm h/hr= o/ + downstream)
1 to ,t17 c .x (in) =:0 , /2 78
32 / y (in) =
7 z (in) =
- , ),. #t. ,z3 
. ... m - i
Fie._ _/5 -- • -
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
46-3
LENGTH (ft) - ,,48
SCALE t c0 '93
0 4.o FACILITY RC/'/VDT
Io ! TEST O/)/42z5 / P
RUN
ko M= 8
Ttotal (°F) = 10
. .. Taw total , /
RN per foot = 3 )/O L
Tphase change (F)
Camera Coordinates (from
6if 1model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr 1 , + downstream)
.. / ,..3. . x (in) =
5o l, 1O5f/ y (in) =
7L . 077451 7 z (in)
ilS ,0775
FIG. 55 0 72 Xr55c-
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) = ~, 8








RN per foot = x









-37 127bZ3 5 y (in)
6_ Z_,_ S 
z (in) =
S .~9/9 43 
- ;..
FI , 5' • // -. o n ' op a . .
7/f 5* 
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
4&-3
LENGTH (ft) = ~ 58
SCALE , OOy93
FACILITY 1RC/VD7-
TEST 01// Z P/
RUN 4//1
to M.= 8
Stotal (psi ) = / 3 "
Ttotal ( = 8(O
Taw/Ttotal /
RN per foot = / X/O4





Isotherm h/hr=1f '26 + downstream)
6 , 7 7 x (in) =
26 ,/OZ / y (in) =
t3 ,,7007? z (in)
_ 7 ,.o8o
FIC. 7 H3 = o 74
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) = ,38
SCALE .. 5-q.3
L1 \ 6 FACILITY LRC/VDF
TEST g ,;'/;4
I t 7 RUN 4
Ptotal (psi) = / By
t c 1 &0 Ttotal (*F )= =/
077 0, aw total
RN per foot 6/




--o"8 _model center, x-axis
Isotherm h/hr=1 parallel w/ stream,
0 2
-  + downstream)
O ./25
9 '9/" /x (in) =27 ./ b 3
Sz ./Z5143 , 8 y (in) =
6 0 (./ O _g _ in) .
77 ;0926 "J
/S ' ./049/7 -'- o -/=
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
4-4-3





Ptotal (psi ) = 138.
4 totat (*F) "9 70
STaw/T total 9
RN per foot 6 /06
phase change F) =35O
/o
I1 Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis17 
.parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hrl=1 + downstream)




? / , ; 2-
FIG. S1 HS 10f 51, Fg ai• r :3.C. ,
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG. 46-
Io -s l18 7  46-3
LENGTH (ft) = , 38
SCALE ,@0593
-7. 7 1B 0I FACILITY LKeC/eDr
TEST O/42 /3 e P
RUN
Ptotai (psi5 ) = /38,9
Ttotal (*F) = 70
Tw/Ttotal , 9
RN per foot = X/o '
Tphase change (OF) = 3-0
oc= 30
.O i I =o
"' Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
Isotherm h/h=l, II parallel w/ stream,
o,-er m/ 0+ d o w n s t r e a m )
.3 ,/2 '/ 
x (in) =
7/ / O5#7 y (in)
/C 7 z (in)
Fi, F0 s : ./o-s
FT"- 5C- - =
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 4-3





Ptotal (psiy) = 535
T /TTaw Ttotal " . q
RN per foot = 3/10
Tphase change (F) n
, -0
Camera Coordinates (from
15 model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr-1" + downstream)
b ,/4 7. x (in) =
o 7OR7Y 5 y (in) -
S.- ,Co73 - I z (in)
F90 . ,. - S
_____ 




LENGTH (ft) = ,- S
SCALE , 005Qo
FAC!LITY /C( F-
180 ,Io 20 , , TEST 0//42 S I KP
M.= B
total (psi~ ) = -
\totaI (°e) = 30
Taw/total= , q




o / Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr=l, + downstream)
20 120 
x (in)
S . _Ooz7 . y (in) =
& - 0711//O
(0 -_o___ 20 z (in) =
I// . 05C*// o 23 I0 5- - , r. :
HS 73 C2 7,/8 &/ _,,FI.4& '-S
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
46 -3
LENGTH (ft) , g8
SCALE 00573
FACILITY /LRC/VPr
TEST 0C//4-2 3 f
RUN
Ptotal (p sl )  3 / qO.
Ttotal (*F) = qZO
Taw/T total I ,






Isotherm h/h r 11 + downstream)
/ o ., .4/ . x (in) -
S . j l, iy ( in ) "O . 5 """ 30 " " '"
S , O - .... 5 z ( in ) -
FI b / ./ ~L -
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) - 3, 
10cO SCALE 005Yf3




SPtotal (psiy) = /2
Ttotal (*F ) = 885
Taw/Total 
. /
RN per foot = 7X/D ,
Tphase change (°F) =Co
"\ " O '
Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
isotherm h/hr, parallel w/ stream,herm 
+ downstream)




FT -54 I H oo
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
46-3
LENGTH (ft) = ,38
SCALE ,00y3
FACILITY LRc/vDor





RN per foot = 8




Isothe rm h/h . + downstream)
9 ,Iz8 M 
x (in) =So , ' ,1z 0
S , I0 y. (in) -
0 , / , z (in) t
t9 0 rR7-
N' S /= z/1Z2ozgfr




O '6 LENGTH (ft) - , 63
SCALE . 009Y3
O35 / FACILITY L RC/VDr
ss TEST O/142.8 4A
RUN q/72
MC=6
Ptotal (psiy) = '0
I Ttotal ( 1 886
aw /Ttotal , L
RN per foot = 3 X 3





parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hr1 
+ downstream)
0 , 27477 53
'Z , / x (in) -
. /f f 4 \ I I y (in) .





LENGTH (f) ,4 3
SCALE , 005-O
O FACILITY RC/I DT
TEST o14,6 g,)
RUN 4/73
; 3,1 M.= 8
Ptotal (psij) = /-31
Ttotal (*F) 9 '/5
aw total = ,2
RN per foot x /o b
Tphase change (°F) 35-0





Isotherm h/h + downstream)
/. ..1 2. . . , ' x ( in ) =
.7 ,_ , " '_ y (in ) "
1 , t z ... z (in )f f I'Cl
to ,, 1 "/6011/ F" / 0 .
7 ,Ooq
55 .o i HVD-FrvS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CCONFIG.
134 LENGTH (ft) - .3J5
1 .(0 






Ttotal (0 r) P 780
Taw/Ttal "'Z
RN per foot = / Xi/O
\phase change (*F) = '
Camera Coordinates (from\ ...... _"_ (T "s . m o d e l c e n te r , x -a x is
other h/h parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h 
ol + downstream)
/ ? -x (in) =
S1 ,1/23\
.C7Z8 7 y (in) -
7 .07o.. 
. (in) -
.._ ._ _ _ _H'~:F 
.j . -
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.




9t 7 . Z RUN 4/7-r
- M=
Ptotal (Psig) 13!/
Ttotal ( F) " 935
Taw/Ttotal 
, 9 7_






..... " " ... parallel w / ctream .
otherm hrl h + downstream)
2 t , I 4 -/ 0 "( in )
g0 ,f I ". z (in) -
72 . " -? 
. . ... . . . or. F-za
/2z ,_ . 691T_ 7 4 o1 5=.10 '18 =r $6~o t.0,
PHASE CHANGE TEST
-ONFIG.
.. • ,.LENGTH (ft) . 39
SCALE . O 93
Z] FACILITY LRCI/D7
S7 I TEST O1/42 6 (f P1)
RUN 417b
M,= 6
ptotal (psig) " /380
Ttotal (*F) /
aw total P
RN per foot X/O
phase change21 3
2 Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis-
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr11 ZI + downstream)
2/ _ , _ 3_ - x :(in )
_" _- _ /92 . y (in ) -
b , OZ777 .
z (in) -
7 Z . 023 4 
LF I . 1 0 . - l '
HS =, of 78r. .
MID- e
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFG.
46-4SF
,.c', , . LENGTH (ft) - . ,
SCALE .005f5
FACILITY LRC/VIDr
TEST 04//Zt3 ( P ')
RUN 4 77
43 M. = 8
7 : . Ptotal (psi~) = 25"
total (F) 40
Saw /Ttotal ./
RN per foot 3




38 parallel w/ stream,
S . :Isot . : ' + downstream)
0 , 19 t . x (in) -
77 ,I f 2 2/;V;
r (in) *
ftq ,07 17437
FI6. 7 1 Fr sec - 01
!wDrics
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
46-2
LENGTH (ft) = , 638
11(o SCALE *005'3
FACILITY LRC/VDT
t3 TEST O/42 ( ,c4)
/ RUN 4178
M.=
Ptotal (ps.) = 35
Ttotal (°F.) 9725
aw total
RN per foot = ;K 6





parallel w/ stream,[aotherm h/hr=1, + downstream)
3 , Z / . x (in) -
_ . ~, Y "y ( in )
,, 
\.Ao L -Q 1_7 z (in)
SFLanav "Fb. 197 J- M-CS
PHASE CHANGE TEST C
CONFIG.
4 - -RE 8F





p Pototal (psi9) = / q
Ttotal (°F) 820
Saw total
RN per foot / X 6
Tphase change (F) 350
-O
Camera Coordinates (from
0 model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/h + downstream)
/,30/54





k SA IFe.DO . 191 HVD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
45 -2
15 I" 15 co
LENGTH (ft) =
M\3t SCALE , O005 3
lot




Ptotal (psi5) = 62




RN per foot = K/O 6




Isotherm h/hr-11  + downstream)
x (in)30 ,/571 f
40 ,/13Z74
55 1/!?z " .y (in)
75 •/oo9t/
."7t"z (in) =/ o .0o7TO, . .
FIG. 7' .
HS= .072 'F. -SEL--F
S... *1, HVD-Evcs





O "' "RUN '/8(
' Ptotal (psig) =  / 7
total (F) /
TaW/Ttotal q
SRN per foot = / X /0






Isotherm h/h.r-1 -+ downstream)
, 4 . ... .. .4 9 x (in)
/O ,/ / 4 .
33 2 oo . .- y (in) -
S. . ' z (in) "
unsK, IE 1971*.
PHASE CHANGE TEST 
CONFIG.
4 - ,qEsF
q3 LENGTH (ft) = . L 3 8
) 
-0 SCALE .005 93
7 FACILITY L PC//D-
/ TEST O//LZ8 (feP)
J -,RUN q/62
Ptotal (psij) = / 70
Ttotal (OF) = 780
r TTaw/Ttotal = .9
RN per foot / X /O0
















N AS A a 
. . . . -b . 1 9 7 1 )
PHASE CHANGE TEST
bG4- 44EBF
LENGTH (ft) = .38
SCALE , O00?3
FACILITY LR/C/VDT
TEST O/02 3 RP,
RUN 4/93
SM= 8
/\P Ptotal (psi) O
Ttotai (*F.) = 7
T aw total '7
RN per foot / X / 6
"1 Tphase change (F) = 00
o - 3o0
-0





Isotherm h/hr' . + downstream)
Isothermx (in)h
40 7y (in) -




HS - .s ,rf ~1V- °
PHASE CHANGE TEST C I
CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) = , 3"8
SCALE 005?3
FACILITY LRC/VDT
30 TEST O// 1 f ,9
RUN 4/84
.total (psi) = 5
tota l (r) qv/
aw/Ttotal , /




S 5 -- _0 Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
Isotherm h/hl " ' parallel w/ stream,
+ downstream)
/5 , 3o8334 5\
o . x (in)
70_ .4273/ y (in)
z (in) -
//5 = , o r . t . :. .
PSA Lagley (Feb. 1971) '
HVD-evCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
25 LENGTH (ft) = , U jg
SCALE , 005"3
FACILITY LRC/ e/T
lo TEST OH/ZL Pf
7o ql ( RUN
M. = 8
Ptotal (psfo) = O
Stotal ('R) = 8 0
Saw total /
70
. RN per foot = 3x/0 6





Isotherm h/hr=1  + downstream)
0 .. /,6/ 3
x (in) -
__ ,1t1+0
70 . 7.. y (in) =
z (in) =
_ _ _ _ FIG. 7 .. . , .












1 'total (psi3) = 6 30
'1 Ttotal ('F )
::. " ! Taw/Ttotal /
RN per foot =-
Tphase change ( F)




Iparallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hr1 
+ downstream)
F 29 77 
. x (in)
7t , Zb//.f
U . . .. 
. y (in ) -
F.z (in )
#_S 
_ ,07___T-- , 72 " I80
"7 8L O- b. 19"
A Lanley fFeb. 97111 9 -rewD-....
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
S.4-6-48F
LENGTH (ft) = 38





TPtotai (PSig) = 70
72
I aw /Ttotal ,
RN per foot = y3 /O
Tphase change ( F)
7 " o










S = • r 0 7 5 00 "r
FA- le. fret D)T1 s
PHASE CHANCE TEST
CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) = , .8
SCALE , 005C93




48 , Ptotal (psi ) = 6 2
Ttotal (F) = 88
Taw /Ttotal 
. I
RN per foot = 3 /D6
-x\ / .1 I phase change ) , y
oc P O 0
= 0
/ Camera Coordinates (from
Smodel center, x-axis










PHASE CHANGE TEST C FI CONFIG.
44- +6F
LENGTH (ft) -= .-





- Ptotal (psi ) " 30 .
Ttotal (°F ) = 9
Taw /Ttotal , /
RN per foot = (/1b
phase change F) O
cC
, = 3 0/ = 0
"° / 
=- O
"\ / Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr 1  : + downstream)
x (in) =
3I 3 - , 7 " y (in )
z (in) -
FrTl.- oF • -
i FiC 83
L":-~n: (Pu. 19711 nrCC
PHASE CHANGE JEST CN .ONFIG.





Ptotal (psi ) = /64
Ttotal (*F) = g
Taw!Ttotal 
= ,ta




i' ' I- = o
4 0
3 
. Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
Isotherm h/h = ,.parallel w/ stream,Isoth1 
. + downstream)
If ,5N7 .
2, .2 04 S x (in)
R3 ,/ B 5 ... y (in ) -73 ,;I Q 
. ,
/ 0 3 , , 
. . z ( in ) =
/A 
.. a (b V971 F. .. E .
,,r F . , __ _ _ c.F 
.. 
SASA Lage (RD 197lJ
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG.
g- LENGTH (R)= g38
SCALE ,0 05- 3
FACILITY /IRc/ v




S...... Taw/T total = ,
RN per foot I /






Isotherm h/hr= 1 1  + downstream)
2 7 ,is yZ " ' x (in)
67 . ,//797 .y (in)
___..-. 
.. z ('n) -
_ _F39Z 5 
0,
'A Llgey IFet. 1971) VD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE. TEST
CONFIG.





Ptotal (psi) = 6/
total (F ) 9/
aw total = 1
RN per foot = g;/0 &
.phase change OF) 35-0
07 0
7 Camera Coordinates (from
_ _L_ _ I_ _ m o d e l c e n te r , x - a x is
soherm h/hparallel w/ stream,oe17 ,28879- I 
+ downstream)
-7 ,z / x (in) =
35" , 201Z3
7 3 .67 y (in) -




.L e ,l v ev I F . 1 9 1 ) 
, D- E 'c S
PHASE CHANGE TEST 'CN CONF IG. 4 "5"
LENGTH (ft) = , 38
SCALE ,0057f3
0o 1FACILITY LC /VD,
TEST O1ZC_ .)
RUN 4473
Ptotal (psiq) = 635
Ttotal (OF) = 895
Taw/Total o ,Q/
RN per foot = 3 O'





Isotherm h/hr=1, + downstream)
x (in)
8 , /, f7
57 _ _ T /0 ' y (in ) =
z (in)
HS=. o 7277- '3r
FIG. 87 Fr - rc - "F
NASA Langley IFeo. 1971)
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 4& - (
LENGTH (ft) = .&3
-'la SCALE .oo593
\" , FACILITY LeRc/VD7
TEST OH4ZC RPA
2 RUN 4274-
5 M0 = 8
Ptotal (psi )= 55'
total (*F) = 900
aw/T total = . /
R N per foot = 3 I ot
phase change F) oo
oC= 3 0 0
1'o ,, = o
S a - Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr=1 I+ downstream)
x (in) =
/ 2/4 7
22 ./-t 9O. .. /B. y (in)
70 .,/r, ' 2- z (in) -
t .0 72 I?
//s - , o7364" r
FIG. 88 Frz-_eC
NASA Lt.v iFeb. 19711 HDn-ECS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFG. 45W'% CONFIG. 46-5
LENGTH (ft) = .638
SCALE .,oS93
FACILITY LRc/voDT
SI I TEST oH42z RPA
-- 4 "' RUN 4;7 -
M=8
4q Ptotal (psi ) = 1395
Ttotal (*F) 92-o
Taw /T tal /
RN per foot = , i ro "
Tphase change (°F) o
Tc t Is




Isotherm h/h, 11  + downstream)
" .. I x (in) =/Z ,30771
.L .2 08Z y (in) =q I yo z .
4 " Z z". . . . (in) =
76 ./2Zv7 ... Mo-t. 1A.-r F .
b' , .. 075-l
. : , t- o 3 BU
FIG. 1 F ". ' . - =
NASA Lagoey IFcb. 19711
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFI(. 4--6
LENGTH (ft) = o38
SCALE .oOs93
FACILITY iLRc/vD7
f ,tL ,TEST o4ce RA
z RUN 422LI
" M,= 8
Ptotal (psi) = (20
tota (F ) = 950
Taw/Ttotal" = /







it, IO parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr=1 + downstream)
4i570
I1, & 2 7V3(n)
24 , 2 1211
37 .177f/ y (in)
y (in) =3 1 .17760-o 1 1 52mk *, s. ' .
/ 2b' , O9 5 
. .
H5 =.072 3 7 3 3rV
F_. 0so Frt EC- OF
... . 1WD-EVCSu$A La-;Iey 4FIr. 1911
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 44 -5
LENGTH (ft) = .G38
8 SCALE .ooS93
1 FACILITY Rc./vr T
TEST oH42c RPA
S5 RUN 4279q
s t'o Ptotal (psi ) =  1395
total (OF) 940
, Taw/Ttotal = /




5 model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr- 1, + downstream)
S , /2 : Ex (in)
re 6 , / 73f,3 - . 8
7 7 ior, 7
oz , (in) =
7 40, _ Z A . .
, c; 4 '3.
F_. 91 C-0,I .cc .o F6.9 i• . .H5 : /o€, ,Ff55 C o
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG. 44- l
41 LENGTH (ft) = . 38
Z SCALE .o0593
FACILITY L r- /vDT
TEST OH '2C (RPA
SRUN 4-280
Ptotal (psi ) = 1 O
TtotaI (F ) =
Taw/Total = /
RN per foot = 1 i o '




-1 7 'Se 120 model center, x-axis
Isotherm h/h =I parallel w/ stream,Isotherm hh+ downstream)
22- . 7777 . ' x (in) =
S- . /3 7/z 
..4 7  1/7" . . y (in) =7/ , 1 0707
95- , oF_ 1 - z (in) =
12 .. o ZO
FIG. '2.
NASA LIanlgy (Fc. 19711 
HID-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST Bt CONFIG. 44-6
ql
• ..... LENGTH (ft) - .638
SCALE .00593
FACILITY ARC /UDT
TEST oH 42.c PPA
S / RUN 4283
M = 8
Ptotal (psi~) = 5 o
4"Ttotal ('F )= 788
I. "aw/ total .1/
RN per foot = 1y0 '
Tphase change ( F)
oC= 5b
pIlr ICamera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr~1 , + downstream)
/{ .I : 2fx (in) -
q f 2 oY 7 1 y (in)4 7 ,7 o/
3 I
7 .le .(iein)
' n ¢. 
.
-\-- ,n 4.. r J Esw-
FIG. 13 4z5 3,zz -
r.P~ ). HVM-EVCS




I • TEST OH4 zC PA
RUN q 16
MU= 
Ptotal (psi ) 14-00
Ttotal (0 F) = 920
... aw total ,
RN per foot = o " 10'
phase change F ) =
OC=
Camera Coordinates (from
IL, model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr1 + downstream)
S 9 ,x (in)
It . 231 \ . y (in) =
S- I 4 ?/1I
o _7 2, '- P z (in) =
P 0 cot: 7-I c, .
_ __7..._ ' M- ./o 1o (.re
FIG. 9 A~FT- see . oc
vMD-EVCSMAA a , IFei. 911










RN per foot I xI0





Isotherm h/hr-1 4 + downstream)
/1 .36793 . x (in) =
7 (in) =
__/_ .- .- h O3 e o 4'
Frl7. 57 7F,-seC- 




LENGTH (ft) = .438
SCALE . oo593
FACILITY LRc./UDT
ai a. .1 gl TEST oH42 c RpA
RUN 42Z87
M"= &









parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hr=11  + downstream)
/7 .35-
2 3 , 03&5 x (in)
47 2/2-1





WASA Loergv WIF. t97 D-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST -C N " 4-5NCONFIG. 46-5
LENGTH (ft) = .38
SCALE .oo593
I ,1 FACILITY t.Rc/uor
TEST OH42C RPA
S ~ ! RUN 47.-,
qI M"= 8.
o Ptotal :(psi 5 ) ( z5
Ttotal (F) = 875
aw total "
RN per foot = 3l o
phase change (*F) Q
oc= IC>
7 Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
S7 parallel w/ stream,
isotherm h/hr=1 I + downstream)
3 ..oo. x (in) =
S ~.( f4 3.".y (in) =
z (in) =
I__C./ .7.
//5 =, 07Z2, S3&, Fl6 * 17 Pr -; - o/
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG. 46 -o
LENGTH (ft) - .s38
SCALE .cos93
: Z FACILITY LRc/JD7T
TEST oH441C. RPA
34 4I RUN 4z.8
!a M = S.0
SPtotaI (ps) = (10
aw total 77
RN per foot = 3 , 10"
.Tphase change (OF) = j,
oc= ~ '
O
10\ Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
Isotherm h/h parallel w/ stream,
,he2 h-- , + downstream )
9 .27/26
5 .2/o/Z x (in) -
22 , I7 55 z
/3 ...._._ _ 
--- y (in)=
P 0 ' 
. . . . z (in) =
/2/ , o? 7o
t26 , 0725 ID  .. . ,o s.... o o - - .. %
S. I5 0 73 5 Ed'3
1dASA L0,CW Ita.. 1971)
KHM-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 4&-5






iP total (psi) 1400
total (OF) 925
aw total = "PZ
RN per foot
phase change (F)
Ili o "  I . / Z 'c = L -"30 s L , = o
Camera Coordinates (from19 model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr. 1  5 . + downstream)
/Z .2/7/ - x (in) -
i , 1/7f79
V L3/07 y (in)
70 O/ z (in)
" . , .'0 75 
= ./r_ _ _  __ _
.16.9 
-1 v4 -- F
1,As L n av I F eb.1971 M-Evcs
PHIASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG. 4t-5
I' iLENGTH (ft)= .38
SCALE ,oo593
FACILITY LRC-/uD
b3 1. _.9 / iTEST OH42 c ePA3O ,3 
RUN 4293
SPtotal (psi) = Ioo
12.6 Ttotal (°F) = 7o
aw total , 90




Isotheorm h/h parallel w/ stream,Isotherm 
+ downstream)
// /9 3/ | x (in)
S7 , 7/27/ • .f7,7 
y (in) =
c-, .o o"z. 9 iz (i-
. 713 z (in) =
5 L,4 M 1 0761- FX. 100 h,,,-EV
v er.... (  1 ffL- SK '"- (Y
PHASE CHANGE TEST C..CONFIG. 4t -5-
LENGTH (ft) - *~38
SCALE .oo593
FACILITY Lzc/vDT
e40 TEST oH42-c RPA
1RUN ( N -29R-
Mo= 8
Ptotal (psi) 630
Ttotal (OF ) S 895
"aw total ~fO





Isotherm h/hr= 1, + downstream)
x (in) -
i / . 07/ y (in)
5"0 , o fZ 7
7 _ oo z  z . (in) _
.. .. of 
-,o z .
_ _ FIG. 101
4sA Langy lFea. 1971 HVD-EVcS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFG.
LENGTH (ft) = .38
17 SCALE .00o93
FACILITY LRC/oDT
TEST Oz c RP
RUN - r











Isother'm h/hr1 + downstream)
5 2 7/o07




SL lty fFc. 1971): C
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 44-4-
LENGTH (ft) = ~38





Ptotal (psi ) = Zo
Ttotal (F) - 9 c
• T /T
Taw/ total
RN per foot = 3 Y. 10














25,~~~~~r~ t 'r" IF . 191 ' . .. . . . .. . .
PHASE CHANGE TESTNF 4coNFc. 4G-4
LENGTH (ft) = .,38
SCALE ,oos93
FACILITY LRC-/VDT
o TEST 0H42A CRPA)
3G RUN
M.= 8




RN per foot 3 lot
phase change ( F ) = 2 °o
0C= 30




Isotherm h/h parallel w/ stream,
ohe hh+ downstream)
z ,I/ z -. " x (in)
7/ .Of74-•
89 .ol : ( 'z a (in)
toz ' .0 3""
//o 031,7 
" H,072286 48/V
A4 a I .w ,, tOF, I D- VWS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG., 4-4










RN per foot ( 6 10
Tphase change (OF) = 4o




Isotherm h/h . + downstream)
20 .22/o . - x (in)
I * . -:: y (in)
L. .-.. ,/Lo , . . .. . z (in) -
.FrJ ie - Oc
FIC. oS
HD4C3
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft)= .,38
S 6 CSCALE 
.oo593
b no FACILITY Lc/voT
3 TEST OH42A (R p)
RUN 4 a7
SMa= 8
60 Ptotal (psi) 1400
30 Ttotal (OF) = 9g
T /T".aw total
RN per foot ( ' o
T phase change (OF) a
SoC. 30




parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hr=1, + downstream)
.-. .. , ZrZ . x (in) =
o0 . o07 o y (in) -
f4 o-! z (in) =
FIG. 106 Fr-S .. e-.
-IF-:. 197 ) HVD-EvCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 46-4
LENGTH (ft) = ,638
SCALE oo0593
9,0 FACILITY L Rc/oDT
TEST oH42l (RPA)
RUN 4o
'I0 Ptotal (psi) = 19 35
Ttotal (*F) 9 535
." Taw/Ttotal , '0














FIC. 107 r1.-  9F
r (Fb. 1971) H -EVc
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG. 4,-4-






Ttotal (°F) = 7so
Saw /Ttotal , 0
RN per foot = 1 x IO
phase change ('F) = IO




Isotherm. h/h parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h + downstream)
! " ./ 2 f-o 7... .... ... ...... 
2 7/63  ... x (in)
/27 ,0419 .y (in) =
z (in) -
.//5 =,3938 U
FIt . 1O 8  . .. _Iec 08 OF
NASA Lacley a(F .19711 HVD-YVCS
PHASE CHANGE TESTSCONFMo. 4o, -'
LENGTH (ft) = .38
SCALE .o0593




Ptotal (psi) = 139o
Ttotal (OF) = 93o
T /T, Ij 9'O
RN per foot - x o






!s'otherm h/h + downstream)
/I .o ' x (in) -
.7 , o y (in) -
Sz (in) -
_ _. .. L. . ..f1 5 V= 1,0 t5 8 1"
' ,- ... _ ... _ _ FIG. IO..
r.A L.',g ry irP. 19711 1 "D- ''CS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFG.
10; LENGTH (ft) = .638
SCALE ,00593
lo. FACILITY LRC/voD
TEST O4 1A CRPA)
RUN 40q2.
-IO Ptotal (psi) = 1400
TtotaI (OF) = 940
Taw/Te otal " , O
RN per foot - x GIb
Tphase change (OF) = o500
ioi . 1 = o




Isotherm h/h r= + downstream)
/0 f"0 -9z
2ot x (in) -
/ 05- z (in) -
-. HS.: , 10477.J uj
S1e. 110 " r see- F
NASA Langey (FBj. 197D HD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TESTIG. 4-CoNFro. 46--
12
00
8 \ LENGTH (0t) , .,38
SCALE .oo593
FACILITY L RC/VoT
TEST OH42A C(R A)
o0
S -o RUN .4oc3
4.0 M,= 8
Ptotal (psi) 15 °
Ttotal (0F) - 7(o
Saw /Ttotal " .T0
RN per foot = lI t '
Tphase change (°F) - Zoo
cc ,/•= 4o
0




Isotherm h/hr=1  + downstream)
to 2..I0 
x (in)
S /•O. y (in)
7 2 
z (in)
, O o, /27.-. . .
/25 , oI/eo . ,'5 =, 03 6/76 ru
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG. 46-4
LENCTH (ft) = .(38
130
.
8 80 SCALE .oo593
4-0 FACILITY LRC/UbT
130 25 TEST MH42A CPPA)
SS RUN 40
S\ M. = 8
Ptotal (psi) = lo
Ttotal ('F) = 800
. aw total I . C0
25 RN per foot = r x O
Tphase change ( ) 1 0
0C 40
7 "Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
Isotherm h/hP parallel w/ stream,sotherm 
+ downstream)
2 - e9d . . x (in) =
& ,y (in) -
/00 9,o.oz z (in) -
./5:: ,o3fr sruFIG. Ilt. 
Fr- c.o F
SA La.gly IFeb. 1971) 
HVD-EVCS
PHASE .CHANGE TEST CONF. ,-4-
LENGTH (ft) = .38
pl SCALE .c0593




Ptotal (psi ) _1395
Ttotal (*F) 900
T w/Ttotal = . O
RN per foot- eo I to
phase change (F) 4o
-. 0
S, Camora Coordinates (frm
model center, x-exis
_\0_• parallol w/ otream,
ID.rm h/hr 1 . + downstream)
A7 .33/3 z x (in)






_ i-sC- Z 'r
1____F IG. 113





, ,,o 'o TEST OHqzA (RFPA)
RUN 4o97
' M 8
Ptotal (psi) = 1385
total ("F) = 929
Taw/Ttotal 
, 90
RN per foot = Y 10'





Isotherm h/hr=1,. parallel w/ stream,otherm /, 
.. ..
+ downstream)
0z 7. 'op5 7 x (in) =
y (in) -
z (in) -
FIG. . . = ..1. 95:
Frf" s'Z"- oF
PHASE CHANGE TEST cON . 4 -






Ptotal (psi) J .40
Ttotal (F) = o
Taw/Ttotal 90
RN per foot - 1lO
phase change (OF) 175
C01P" o
Camera Coordinates (from
'3 " model center, x-exis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hrl + downstream)
/0 , I/oo .x (in) -O & , c - . ..
127 . . . - y (in) -




PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 44-4
1-0 too




2 ' RUN 41oo60
35
Ptotal (psi ) = 14Z
7 Ttotal ( °F) 98
15 
" Taw/T total A V
RN per foot =6 y Io ('





S 80 00loo parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr=1, + downstream)
7 .2 oo
/ - 1/70 Z5 3, x (in) =
2fT ./323
I .l1/77 -y (in)
O -OR (i*
, .0739 z (in)
10 C bb19
.FIG. 116 7 se ,- _.
ASA Lna FsD, 97l) HYD-EvCS.. .. . .. .• L  ... .. . .... ... ... . .. ... Z . : . .. .. . .. . .. .
PHASE CHANGE TEST ,o1 7 C> CONFIG. 4to-4




105 Ptota (psi ,) - 1375
Ttotl (oF) 950
"5 Taw /Total" , 0
RN per foot - %I '
Tphase change (  "
11.
105





7 ,/7 z 25 x (in)
o ,o .3 .... -.. (in) .
.F , .. . ..
::J F19 .II
HVD-EVCS




LENGTH (ft) - .638
SCALE .oo93-.
FACILITY LRC/uDlT
TEST OH2LA C PA)
RUN 402
Ptotal (psi) = JLo
Ttotl (F) 735
Taw/Ttotal " L'O
RN per foot = I l0G




Isotherm h/h .. parallel w/ stream,
r 1  + downstream)
7 ,/7, 7
" /zzt ,z 7 15 25 . . x (in)
_0 ._ ,3_ _ . y (in) =
z (in) -
J -/5 = ..:;oSoz1 rF_ _ 118 P r'' sF ec- CJ
_________. Pie' I m)8~r
SE C GE TE coNST. 4I -4
LENGTH (t) = .438
SCALE . ooS93
FACILITY LRC/UDT
o IC TEST oH44A (FCp)
2.. RUN f 4-
MM 8
40 Ptotal (psi) = 1390
75 Ttotal (CF) - 9o
aw/T total 7 0O
RN per foot = 10






8 parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/h + downstream)
x (in)
fo .0?/// y (in)
f .Oy ,z4- .z (in)
S: , /Of-3 Br
FIS. Ill ir-ec"
monAU &y me. :o071)WC
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG. 4 -
LENGTH (ft) = ,&38
SCALE .oo593
FACILITY LRc./vor
90 TEST OH42AZ (RPA)
85 RUN 41o5-
M" g
Ptotal (psi ) 1940
Ttotai ("F) 
- 970
aw total , 70
RN per foot 1 8 Io'






Isotherm ( h/hr1, parallel w/ stream,ohr7 .22/ 3 7 5. 25 + downstream)
/ - ' 2S... 
.S772 x (in) -
.."y (in) -
z (in) -
F G. I 2 0 bC- O
-ASA Lsngley IFeb. 1971) HD-EV S
-..-...
PHASE CHANGE TEST c






Ptotal (psi) - 1390
Ttotal ('F) = 980T /T
aw total *
RN per foot f . lb0
Tphase change (*F) =4oo
oC 35
15 3045 40 Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/h + downstream)
/5" ,2L767 x (in) -
1 , , ".. y (in )
- ' ... . ... I z (in )






LENGTH (ft) = .638
125 SCALE. ,oos93
FACILITY LRC/uor
125 75 TEST OH42B CRPA)
RUN 4131
75 M'= 8
Ptotal (psi) = 425
Ttotal (°F) 91o
aw total = ,90
RN per foot - 3 ) Ib
Tphase change (F) = 3o0
oC 35
z.o 30 74 o
Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
Isothem h/h parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h+ downstream)
S , I . --- x (in) =
4) , 3_ 789 9.7 
-  l o, /z y (in) =
z (in) =
. .. = ?rv
NASA_ Ltf'- SEC-Of I. 12 
-.
NASA Langlsy (Fa~. b. 1971)".... 
,-E s
PASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 4- 





Ptotal (psi ) - 1390
Ttotal (OF) - 925
T aw total ,O
RN per foot = b ( i




50 <o 1i25 model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hrll + downstream)
s . 2 5. .. .. x (in)
o 7. 2o57z
25 1 ., y (in) -
, _ o. , . z (in) -
//= ;,/oP72) Fr= -se
- _FIG. 123
,D -EVCS
H,43A t aeoly Fete. 18711




TEST OH4Z 9 (R))
S/ g RUN q/T3
SPtotal (psi) = ( -
10 Tota (*F) =- so
Taw /Ttotal " .90
RN per foot = 3 lo





Isotherm h/h parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h= 1 1 + downstream)
I0 6. 2c F F -
16 o. i 5ss97 x (in)
6C e.c934 ,e y (in)
90 o. o9Lz9
,o . cC s z (in) =
HS _ 0.0 7 308 3 5  . - SAc -F
1FI . 12r
PHASE CHAGE TEST coNFIcG. 4,- z
LENGTH (ft) - .638





,t , Ptotal (psi ) & 2.
o :Ttotal 
(OF ) T t5(
Taw /Ttotal 0.90
RN per foot 3
Tphase change




Isotherm +h/hrl  downstream)
'4 o.2~135I x (in)
S(in)
91 c.c9rctSt
22 z (in) -
122 ___.ct__3P
ifHS, .o 31 "o. . Sc-, *F
NASA L (FFIG. 125
A L y (Feb. 19711)
comNcI. 4- 2
LENGTH (ft) = .38
SCALE .oo593
FACILITY LRc/UDT
00 TEST OHjIZB (RPA)
RUN 4135
M,=





RN per foot = i $ Io
Tphase change (F) 15
; S- o
90 . Camera Coordinates (from10" model center, x-axis
Isotherm h/hr •' parallel w/ stream,
'__ . .+ downstream)
'z2.. 0. s 9t
32 c. 32140 x (in) =
A_4. o. lc033
90 .c7 95ct
.27. O .. ...4L z (in)
F. G s.... • H 0.0381924 2. -Sec. - *F
(ASA Langtey (Feb. 1971) HVD-EVCS
~Y-EC
PHASE CHANGE TEST c:' O. 4LO- Z




TEST OH429 CR P)
RUN 4J3&
M,= 8
Ptotal (psi) - 1355.
Ttotal (*F) = o90
aw total 0.90
RN per foot ) ( 10"





Isotherm h/hrl \os. + downstream)
J o.2&&X3 z"
45 o.. zo z3 x (in)
P5 c.17c 3
c #5 ..45Z y (in)
114 ___ __3755
z (in) -
14S5 o. 03 5 13  .'F
F19. a". . FT7









Ptotal (psi ) = SS'
Ttotal (CF) = 92-
Saw/Total= o.o
RN per foot 4 to




Isothm h/h parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hr 1  + downstream)
_ _ 0.229045
20 0. 's \x ((in)
32 o. 34 2z90
. c .f93s , , y (in ) =
95 O.c779393 n)
29 o. ,, z (in) -
iS 0.08384 - 'F. 
FIS. 128








c)6 MO; L/ J-1,.
' .,;ojaedN ob
-(3) ";Old
-( ud1 1~d #
9-61 ( J) HLONL
tf~-~IS310 39NVH3 -3SYVd





TEST ojt2LB ( ")
RUN qlql
Ptotal (psi) 4= 35"
total (°F) 9
T.l aw /Ttotal 0.90
RN per foot = 3 ~xIO





Isotherm h/h parallel w/ stream,
sother+ downstream)
7 0. Se.8c 7
40 0.,53S 7 x (in) =




MS o, o73?JaID . 01 - ec. -F
L , " ... ...... HVD-V CS
PHASE CHANGE TEST coNF. 41 -CONFIG. 4-4A




79 RUN 4/ 7
51 M== 8
P\3 total (psi ) liZo
Ttotal (°F) 92S
3 Taw /Ttotal 0.90
RN per foot 5 K to0 '
Tphase change (OF) 300









79 . 7 "l.n ( .. . .
119 .1 LILs 3 in)
FI. I1 0. 0o o M - se -1'8
:AZA L ,e vOY (Fbt . 9711i
PHASE CHANGE TEST
coNFIG. '4- Z






ptotal (psi ) = )390
Ttotal (F) =91
Saw /TtoMl D. 90
RN per foot " ' o





Isotherm h/h I parallel w/ stream,
' h+ downstream)
It 0.258918




Hrs co2 o .>. *
FI. 132 Z
tASA Lq y Web. F 1971) VD-.VCS




TEST OH 4ZB (C9p
RUN Y4/4
Ptotal (psi )= 165
Ttotal (F) 7 6
T /T
aw total 0.9o
RN per foot I t0






Isotherm h/h ........ + downstream)
1c 0.2z3693&
x (in) -41 0.15613
13 -'C(.c i 3y (in) -
z (in)
FIG. 13 .;
HS,3oZA Lq'EC 8Fgb13e- -P






TEST oH 42 B ( PA)
RUN q/5
M, = 8t"1/
Ptotal (psi ) 4l5
Ttotal (F) - 915
T /Tt -\aw total o. 9o
R N per foot = 7 o 10






otm h/h \\....parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/ 1  + downstream)
o , 436'355
33 O.ake x (in)
y (in) -
.7 4D z (in)
........ S" o tizS84 ,- -s c- R
FIC. 13k . . s 1.l ,4 4k -E C.
INASA Lmn ly (Feb. 19711 9 C. - S
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 4t,-4t
LENGTH (ft) . 38
SCALE . .~593
FACILITY LRc/O DT
TEST 0W-4Z 8 C)
RUN l
Ptotal (psi) 1380.
Ttotal ( F) - 935
S Taw /Ttotal 0.90
S R N per foot e . 1o




__ .. parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hp 1, + 
downstream)
33 .14..e9. . x (in)
So o. i -,33
1 5 . x.c.... ........ y (in)
a (in) -
" S, . o'lg9 " ..- SEC-_*
SFI. 113S .-
hVD-EVCS




TEST 0H42 8 (RPa)
RUN
/ M= 8
Ptotal (psi ) = 415
/total (F)" 9lo
T /T = 0.90
aw total " 0.90
RN per foot = 3 10




Isotherm h/hr, 1 ,  parallel w/. stream,
Ist r 0., . - + downstream)
27 0. 07435 
x in)
12 8 ., , 
xy (in) .
z (in) -
F__ _ 1P3 6 - .. . . .. 4.. .4 ., - o ' .o72-.Q17 4 - Sa_-
YASA Lngley IFeb. 19711 HD-EVCSHVDP-EVC
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFiG. 4,-




/ RUN tl r
Mc- 8
Ptotal (psi) - I .5
Ttotal (OF) - 810
aw total .9 o
RN per foot - I ~ 0





.. parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr-1 + downstream)
19 0. 47ilp
x (in) =
132 0. c5937 y (in) -
z (in) -
HS* .8 . . . . . • . .
. 8 Bru -
I FIG.* ' -
H--EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST NCONFIG. 46o- 4+A F
LENGTH (ft) .38
SCALE oo593
-2, . \FACILITY LRc/UDT
TEST OH42B CRPA)
RUN /150
Ptotal (psi ) = 5
Ttotal (OF) = 9o
Taw/Ttatil O.o
RN per foot 2- 3-10




parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hr= + downstream)





HS' 0.0 1 329rdT I. -1c6 *r
ASALan lev IFvb. 1971 1 H 
-v
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG. 4- 4 8 d F
LENGTH (ft) . .38
SCALE .ooS93
FACILITY LRC/UD-T
TEST Oti4 2 (RfA)
RUN q/ 5 2
Ptotal (psi ) - 14b5
Ttotal (F) - 9o00
TawT total " o. 90
RN per foot " o "





Isotherm h/h parallel w/ stream,
sotherm h/h + downstream)
7 O. 429#t, -
_. _e_,_ _-_ _ x (in) -
_ 74 0.13,17L5 _ .7
,io c., *.'- 73 y (in)
.z (in) -
FIG. 13 1 
- ec-F














RN per foot - 3 A 10o





Isotherm h/hr, .parallel w/ stream,I1oh ..h,3, 
+ downstream)
_ 4 V,> . N469 
x (in) -129 ".)c54 971
y (in) -
z (in)
F IG . l o 0 ' r ,.D Z
La n vf v (Feb. 1071 N




TEST OH 4 C PA7
15 "  RUN 415-4
ID ) MO = 8
Ptotal (psi) 1 4O
Ttotal (F) = 795
STw/T total 0.90
RN per foot I ; I O
phase change (F) -
= 30C C -
Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hrp11 + downstream)
13 0. 243j5
4 .,27~6 x (in) =
90 7..92s ,,3
i59 o.v Iac. y (in)
_ _ _ _ a (in) -
FI6. 1 1 4 i.-
Fit
NASA L.wgiy lFcb 1071) J-Evcs
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 4,-4 F
LENGTH (ft) - .438





Ptotal (psi ) L30
Ttotal (OF) = 910
Saw total .90








-lotherm h/hr1( . + downstream)
Se' a )' x (in) =
s, e. a o . . ; .- .. y (in)lit I 0.e**93
s (in)
HS=O.o 3Z - - sc-*r








SPtotal (psi ) - I385
Ttotal (°F) " 9S
Taw/Ttotal 0.90.
RN per foot =  L. 1i6





o10 parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/h= 1, + downstream)
S. ...... x (in) -59 o. ,1 7) -.
, o . . - " y (in ) -8o . T. 1 ,..
z (in) -
HS. o.io 4 I. "e - l:
FI6. I143 .... ....F6.. q







TEST oH42.1 C VA)
RUN
M"= 8
\ Ptotal (psi) 3
Ttotal (*F) - 780
Taw tal " 0.90
RN per foot , I " 10'





er parallel w/ stream,1otherm h/h" 
+ downstream)
to4E o. 2c4- x (in)
31 0 o.c I
_ (in) -
.z ( i n ) .
F IG .
.: ... . .
HS : O., 39 775'8 Im -sac- 'F
SA Lan~eVy I(FO. 1971) VD- V
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG. 46-3
LENGTH (ft) , .,38
SCALE , oo593
FACILITY LRc/uD7
75 TEST 0 t-1 42 B CePP)
RUN qj 59
Ptotal (psi ) - (,o
Ttotal (°F) = 92o
Saw /T otal 0.90
N per foot = 3 1 o




. .othem .h/h parallel w / stream ,Isotherm h/h 
+ downstream)
23 0O. o-o
.1o0oL3 7 x (in) =\1 .8 \. y (in ) -
z (in ) "
,_ Ltlcy (.I' 1SC1
"',-A LmVrg v W ei. TOM)
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 4(-I
.07' LENGTH (ft) = .638
SCALE co 593
FACILITY LRc./v DT
TEST O l42 B (R PA)
RUN -//O
Ptotal (psi .) = 10o
Ttotal (°F) 5 o-
T /T
aw total 0.90
RN per foot = I to'
phase change F )
1 7 OC= 30
Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h+ downstream)
ID 0. I oo I
, .cnco ~ '(in) -
&5 0. 6e 4O
1o75 y.01 ',73 y (in) =
z (in) =
HS 0. 039 o 9 B.U -36c-,F
MWA .Lisv I t. 1M7I) 1 rVD-EVCS-








total (F) " 800
T /wtotal " 0.90
RN per foot i , r
Tphase change (OF) "75





Isotherm h/hr1 + downstream)
+7 0. 3\ " "
+7 oc. orz-c/ x (in)
z (in)
Hf i o.o, oo4 7 RTY _ sec-.F
FIG. 147 '






/7 TEST o0142-B CQrA)
RUN
M = 8
Ptotal (psi ) =3
TtotaI (°F) )1
-aw total 0.90
RN per foot 4o- I0 6
Tphase change (F) 350
-~o





Isotherm h/hr=,1  parallel w/ stream,
8 o.1994 + downstream)
31 c. 2co x (in)
45 on c.>3.
.3r.y (in) -
. 5z (in )
I' ADs *s o . -, E ", .
, FIG. 148 If
wASA Lney (Feb. 1971) 
-S
....... H -EV (8
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONF. 4-3CONFIG. 4 -




/ RUN /1 3
/ M,1= 3
Ptotal (psi) = 138 S
'S7 Ttotal (F) = 870
Taw/Total 0.90
RN per foot = & to





Isotherm h/hr- 1, + downstream)
-1 o. \ . 4 x (in)
jy (in)
7 z (in)
FIG- 14 1 FT ,-
HVD-EVcS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFiG. 46-3
LENGTH (ft) - .638
SCALE ,oo-93
FACILITY LRC/uOT
TEST o H4ZB CA)
RUN q164
Mm,=
total (psi ) 35
Ttotal (F) " 9
T aw/Ttotal . 0.90







laotherm h/hr=1, + downstream)
2I O. 124540
L6 o.c 57). . x (in)
Ic e. c-39s.7"
y (in)
\ \" z (in) -
1S.O.c 3"?3 -SEc-*p
PIG. ITS'O
NASA L.ngvy F. 10MvD-Evs






Ptotal (psi ) = 40
Ttotal (°F ) 930
aw total 0,90
RN per foot = 3 x Io







Isotherm h/hr 1j + downstream)
zi 0. 12s14(.
o o.o x (i)




-. :A LS.Nfv iFtb. t971)
PHASE CHANGE TEST 4
coNFiG. 4.- 3








aw total = 0.90
RN per foot t L p




o parallel w/ stream,
rthe h/h-1, + downstream)
21 C. 24 3c'&
er o., Zj ( x (in)
y (in) -
z ( in ) -
F- . -2.
IASA Langley (Feb. 1971) _ 
,.
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 44-I





Ptotal (psi) = ).25.
Ttotal (°F) - 5
Taw /Ttotal 0 .90
RN per foot = 7 104




Isothrm I h/h J . + downstream)














Ptotal (psi) = 1930
Ttotal (F )  9
Taw/Total 0.90
RN per foot 8 r 1






totherm h/hr=1 + downstream)
20 
-to. SeS-s
4~.. O. .. . x (in ) -
y (in) .
z (in) -
t 4s a.2 2q01 say so-*o
_______ efb 191. tsq S
.LMglty IFeb. 1971) 
" 
-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFac. 41,-I
LENGTH (ft) - .38
SCALE .00593
FACILITY Lc-/voT
q TEST OH42E (SPA)
RUN /7
__ /M = 8
Ptotal (psi) " ,so
Ttota l . ( °F) - 8g
aw/Ttotai ,90
R N per foot 3 1' IO






Isotherm h/hr1 + downstream)
1 y127 x (in) -
,2.1 e.e 139.S y (in) -
z (in) -
HS O. 07396 -ae-FP
ASA L-EVNASA Lc"e'y (Fotb, 1971)
PHASE CHANGE TEST CN 4coNBi. 4-/-2
LENGTH (ft) - 38
SCALE .co593
FACILITY L irc/u DT7S \TEST 
0H42B (R9)
o .RUN /f7 3
M, = g
,1
Ptotal (psi .) 1390
Ttotal (F) - 915-
Saw/Ttotal 0.90
RN per foot= & y o10'
Tphase change (OF) - 35s
b \ 




Isotherm h/hrl' parallel w/ stream,r-- / 
+ downstream)
o. 3L 49 3 5 510 
. x (in) -
7j o.I P3 -y (in ) =
z (in) 
=
I r. ,= HSo.tr3t, 5F
IASA Langlcy (Feb. 1971)
HVD-EVCS •
PHASE CHAINGE TEST CONFIG. 4e-






Ptotal (psi) = 158
Ttotal (*F) 7 380
aw total 0.90
RN per foot I* l o









S o.397 y (in) -
.... (in) =
_Fig. 17 _. _ _- P-. 
KVD-EVCS
-A L o.V (F r, 19711
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 4-






Ptotal (psi.) = 1390
Ttotal (F) 935
Taw /Ttotal 0.90
RN per foot &= x io'
Tphase change (-F)
Camera Coordinates (from
S" model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm +h/hr1  + downstream)
1+ o. _ l _ ___ _ob
- . 92 x (in)
SOy (in) -
z (in) =
+_ _..4 17 •' 
.j
_3_H o.r 0l3 - Sec- F
Fl. I_ _____ t 
.
15
ASA La'ngly Feb. 19711 VD-EvCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST . CONFIG.4J -





- ' M,-= 8
/ Ptotal (psi .) = 1380
Ttotal (OF) = 9'5
Taw/Ttotal " 0.90
RN per foot =L , ,








21 o.,*.. x (in) "
. s. o . ...... y (in )
• ..c a O, . .




La- iy FA 9711
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 4&-4EBF
LENGTH (f) - .L38
SCALE ,00593
FACILITY LRc/vD7
TEST OH42 C RP)
RUN 7/I 7
M.- S
Ptotal (psi ) = (625
--- Ttotal ( °F) = 940
T
aw/Ttotal 0 .90
RN per foot - 3 0




Isothehrm h/h .. parallel w/ stream,
r1 sothe + downstream)
( 0. 4Z , P 32
2 c_. ' 393 x (in) =
83 _o.__st_ \ y (in) =
_ 
_z (in) -
.. .... I • 5jFig. 160
WS s .o07 P 29 -rA- 7lD -*F
fASA Ls&ley (Foo. t9711 FT-En
PHASE CHANGE TEST coNFG. 44-2





Ptotal (psi )- (35
Ttotai (F) - 925
awtotal " .90
R N per foot - 3 to"




q parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/h + downstream)
Io o. -oe 8.: 
.. x (in) "
<C ., s5, e y (in) "
x (in) -
F.. .. IG. 161 s .. ; ; , -qec- "
SlF 1,1- HVD-Evcs







Ptotal (psi) = (4
Ttotal ( 0 F ) 820
aw total - 0.90
...../ . RN per foot I r Io
Tphase change (OF) = 350
oC 30
Camera Coordinates (from
70  model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,






A A 0.0Ln7 (eb. 1971 t - -F
!ASA Lvlv (Feb 1971) 
.VD-E'I3




80 TEST OH42 B RPA)
Ptotal (psi ) - o25
T total (*F ) 910
aw/Ttotal - 0.90
RN per foot - 3 $ lof





Isotherm . + downstream)
Isotherm h/hr=1 .
Jo O. 284018 x (in) =
3r, .1 o . 39940 ,
S~ .224, y (in) -
Sz ' a. . , . . (in)
FI'. I63 MS 0so.o 2G68, 7 'V -c-',
FT
-VD-EvCs
ISA t. (. !tv tFeC 167






Ptotal (psi ) 157
Ttotal (*F) = 810
Taw/Ttotal D, 90
- .R N p e r fo o t = i 1 0I






Isothem. h/h, parallel w/ stream,Isotherrm h/hr, 1 , + downstream)
40o o. , .s " x (in ) -
.j o.S7 S
)s 1 .-574f9 y (in)
z (in) =
S_ -3 a. 1 2 B -Ec
F16. 16q eb.
AA Lngley IFe. 1971) 
... HY. .EVCSLqley IFI. IE 7'I| "' - -. , r"-'
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFG. 4-4r BE F






Ptotal (psi) = I0
TtotaI (*F) = 780
T 8 /T~ti - &9aw total 0, 90






Isotherm h/hr=1, + downstream)
so o.20992, 
x (in)
sc c.eg o ID y (in)&S O.o e 2 soo
z (in)
f Hs - o.4o4 6 4 8Qtf -Jc-'F
FI;. I ED 4 , 6
MVD-EvCS
SL& o y IF ob. 1911
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONiG, 4C-4AEBF






Ttotal (°F) - 790
aw total 0.90
RN per foot I





sothrm h/h parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h + downstream)
,o o. 2f 234
3c o .t-29 \3S x (in)
_ s "i ' y (in ) =
z (in) =
FIG. 166 ,
HU o.o35493 u r~-Wc -"
LsA & I iy (F . 19711 .. .m.-
PHASE CHANGE TEST coNFiG. 46-4AE BF





Ptotal (psi) 3= -S
TtotaI (F) 1
Taw /Total 0.90
R N per foot "= 3 10





Isotherm h/hr. 1 ; 
+ downstream)
x (in) =
_ _ ______ y (in) -
z (in)















Ttotal ('F) 8 90
Saw/Ttoal 0.90
RN per foot - 3 o 





Isotherm /harallel w/ stream,
Isothem h/hr1 + downstream)
2 o 14 . x (in)
49 o Ioo23
Sc O, 'S .. y (in)
z (in)
FIG. 1~8
HS- 0. 0737)Iq §.iySEc- -F
ASA Lw~y IF, 19971) HVDpEVC
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFiG. 4o-4F
LENGTH (ft) - . 6 38
SCALE .ooS93
FACILITY LRc/I'J
TEST OH42 B (PA)
RUN 8
M.= 8
Ptotal (psi ) = o30
Ttotal (*r) - 990
Tawtotal 0.90
RN per foot 3 lo








-,, .x (in) =
I o' L ,. . .y (in)=
z (in) -
-_ FIs. 169 , a,,o.oa.BZ8 ~ . -'e --F
3VD-EYCS
1ay (Fe. 19711
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 4,- 4F
LENGTH (ft) - .638
SCALE .oos93
FACILITY LRc./,Do




Ttotal (-F) = 890
Taw/Ttotal 
" o.90
SRN per foot = 3 y o




h "parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/h + downstream)
e 0 . 2 & 399+
,1 o. I ,v . ." .. 1: x (in )
y (in) -
z (in)
_c_ ._O_ 143 1.. L P
_ _F_ 1 
.FIG. I70 C
ASA Lagvr (Feb. 10711 IWD-1VCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIc. 44-49





Ptotal (psi) =  Z 5
Ttotal (°F) = 85
Taw total 0.90
RN per foot - 3 "
Tphase change (F) - so
8-
(9 Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,









LENGTH (ft) = .3
SCALE .oo593
FACILITY LRc/UDoT
TEST OH 2B crA)
RUN L1 9
/ - . Ptotal (psi )= 6.30
I TtotaI (F) - 895
T /T
aw total 0.90
RN per foot 3 lo




Isothem h/h , . parallel w/ stream,Ise 
+ downstream)
1- 0735431
9_ _ _ I__ _ _ x ( i n )





ASA L"giey (Fb. 10) 
H-EVCs
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFlC. 44-5
LENGTH (ft) - .638
SCALE .oo59 5
177 FACILITY 1-r/'l0T
TEST OH4 B 13 Co)
RUN ql,9




RN per foot I Io'




Isotherm h/hr,=1 , \
S. '4 7 . x (in) =




PHASE CHANGE TEST CONF .
LENGTH (ft) - . 38
70 0 SCALE .o0593
FACILITY LRC-/UJDT
TEST OH42B (RPA)
S RUN // 1 92
/" M = 8




RN per foot = I ', 0
-" 1'"" ) - phase change (°F) = 200






parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h 1, .... + downstream)
10 2 c. 722 3&4
3 0. r . ' . - " x (in )
i_ _ .t 1 3 . y (in)
z (in)
10
A ngy (Feb. 197) HVD-EvCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFiG. 4,4-5
LENGTH (ft) = CG3&
SCALE .c059 3
FACILITY LRci/DT
"I' • TEST CH4Z (RPA)
RUN l9 5
MW B
/ Ptotal (psi ) =62
-, Ttotal (OF) - 91o
SW Taw total = .9
. \, " RN per foot = 3 / tO
.







Isotherm hh , + downstream)
Isotherm h/hr1, x (in)
12. o . 1929 
(in )





AiSP s a tFA 171
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 4/-5S
LENGTH (ft) - to38




Ptotal (psi ) L 35
Ttotal (°F) = 5
aw/Ttotal 0. 90
r - - RN per foot 3 , ro




75 Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr " + downstream)
o C. 1393(-
jo .l+" ?. ..... y (in) =
15 o. u rJc'l
LZ . - z (in)
.FIG I76 +.
.1VD-EVCS
NIASA Lasngly IF. 19711






Ptotal (psi ) = 6
Ttotal (F) = 90c'O
Taw/Ttotal , 90







,k ) 21 parallel w/ stream,
+ downstream)
Isotherm h/hr=1,
13 o. 39 7 x (in) =
22 0. I 39 t
423 . , 
y (in)
tA o c94n,4
.3 z (in) =
-HD




r I,, D. _ ,CS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 41-5
LENGTH (ft) -= ,8





Pt o tal (psi ) - 139 "
Ttotal (F ) = 92o
Taw/Ttotal " o. 90
RN per foot = & xoL
Tphase change (OF) = <cO
17 o= 30





Isotherm h/hr=,l! + downstream)
17 c. UCS94
.1 ,b o . x (in) =
,- .o i' 4 eqy (in) =
z (in) =
..F IG.e 178 0.EC
MARA
,~.* L)7l
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 46o- (
LENGTH (ft) = .638
SCALE . 0593
FACILITY LRCI/uoT
TEST C H42- (R PA)
RUN t2 76
M.= 8
Ptotal (psi ) = 426
Ttotal (OF  95 g
Taw/Ttotal = 0.90
_ _ •RN per foot 3 < io
X,//p Thase change (F) =3
oC= 30
/5= 0






: I . 24Az z, x (in) =
4 c . J)c4
b y (in) =
I z5 .c~99-. .
z (in) =
Fig. 17h L.' C CF: T
IF h e ?I)
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIC. 46-5'
LENGTH (ft) = ,638
SCALE . o005 9 3
FACILITY L C/D
/I TEST oH4zC (RP )
RUN i277
Ma= 8
Ptotal (psi ) 1395
Itotal (OF) 940
Taw/T total 0. 90
RN per foot = o rit
phase change (F) 3
C 3C0
/5= o
29* Camera Coordinates (from
.
model center, x-axis
$8 parallel w/ stream,
+ downstream)
Isotherm h/hr=1 ,'
L .2 9 x (in) =
o ,9 y (in)





14 27 tv_ Fc- "
FTI "~r-ECS






Ptotal (psi ) = ,o
Ttotal (F) ?
Taw /Ttotal = 0,90
RN per foot = I to'









i s 0.-212 o x (in) =
S o )I y (in) =
z (in) =
H-- c. o39 lot -
r; - LV CS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 4---
LENGTH (ft) = .4,38
SCALE .o00593
FACiLITY LPc/VOTr
TEST CH 42L (gPt)
RUN '2$'3
Ptotal (psF ) = 2
Taw total 0. .90









Isotherm h/hr=1 ,  + downstream)
S 0.2.9 x (in) =
i2 O.AZ y (in) =
z (in) =
Fe, IS Fi if
Sre dvD-EvCS
NASA LanWgey IFeb 19711
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 1-L- (o
LENGTH (ft) .= 638
/07 SCALE ,co 93
71 FACILITY LIZC/UDT
TEST (9 H4 C(pO')
to7
~ \ RUN 9 z29-
07 M== 8
Ptotal (psi) = 1400
TtotaI ('F) = 9Lo
aw /Ttotal 0.90
RN per foot = G o
Tphase change (F) = 3S
1 C = 30




Isotherm h/hr=1 ' 
+ downstream)
s o. 39o7 x (in) =
11 .z49 
8 9
29 0.,1347, y (in)=
97 1 z (in)
_lu F.79 IG78
FIG. 183 s/O
A Lanng: (FaD 171) 
r ~L VCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 4 &,-5
LENGTH (ft) = ,638
SCALE ,00o 93
FACILITY LPc/uPT
TEST OH42C (gP PA)
RUN L-2
M,= 8
Ptotal (psi) = IS
Ttotal (F ) = 30
aw total o. ')
RN per foot = I x o




Isotherm h/hr- 1  + downstream)




AAHS Lr-1e3q(.d5 -IT"- SEC
NA HVD-EVCS
NASA Largloy (Fcb. l971)
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG. 41,-
LENGTH (It) - .0
SCALE . oo93
FACILITY RPcl/vDT
TEST CH 4ZC (P P)
RUN 42>7
Ptotal (psi ) I= 1
Ttotai (OF) 7,60
aw total 0. 90
RN per foot =  I sc "
STphase change (F) 
2 ? o
77o






41 o. 42 7. x (in) =
2. 0.13)9 y (in)
z (in)=
-- Fl. lir HnDS
S7 II- E'CS
PHASE CHANGE TEST coNFIc. 4-
LENGTH (ft) = 238





Ptotal (psi) = !5
12-t? 
-Ttotal (F) 95
aw total 0. 9 0
RN per foot 3 > I0






Isotherm h/hr=11 + downstream)
S0o o. 29e '9 x (in)
70 c. r, 4 13
z (in)
". OQ 0 2 SOL V-\c-
FISG. IA (A & ? yI
1ASA Lat iev (F. i9711
